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lem of security purchases on low initial margins was described in part
B above. Loans by unregulated lenders are particularly
dangerou.s.
because initial margins are only 10 to 30 percent. It is the speculator
who is in and out of the market quickly who is the customer of the
unregulated lender and the effect of his transactions, concentrated as
t~hey are in a relatively few securities, tends to increase price fluctuations in those securities.
In a rising market the number of shares an
individual can purchase is pyramided if he can resort to unregulated
credit,
and his increased purchases can push up the price. In a
falling market, loans which have been only 10 to 30 percent margined
are the first to be called; and their forced sale accentuates the price
decline. The experience in the spring of 1962 indicates that it was
the loans by unregulated lenders which ~vere subject to the earliest
margin calls when the market started to decline. The effect of these
calls could only be to further depress the market.
A striking example of the very large proportions unregulated credit
sometimes assumes is furnished by Commission files relating to one
Jack R. Dick. Prompted by New York Stock Exchange reports
of
the crossing of very large orders, investigation
revealed that from
March 6, 1959, to May 26, 1959, Dick had purchased over $9,100,000
in stocks and sold more than $8,700,000. All of his transactions were
financed by Inland Credit Corp., an unregulated lender, and credit
extended ranged between $230,000 and $780,000 against an average
equity of $61,000.
The tendency of users of unregulated credit to concentrate their dealings in a relatively few stocks can result in significant market impact
even though the amount of unregulated
credit extended might be
modest in relation to total security credit, and the volume of dealings
financed might be small in relation to aggregate market volume. Included in Dick’s purchases, during the 21/~-month period in the spring
of 1959 were the following:
Stook
Ampex Corp ......................................................
The Carpenter Steel Co ............................................
Dynamics Corp. of America .......................................
The General Tire & Rubber Co ......................................
Philadelphia
& Reading Gorp ......................................
Texas Instruments,
Inc ............................................

Amount
$276, 000
400, 000
240, 000
600, 000
672, 000
490, 000

Several lenders interviewed reported similar concentration, usually
in the popular favorites of the momentand frequently involving large
blocks. One, for instance, reported loans of over $930,000 on 20,600
shares of Brunswick Corp. during the period from September 1960
through July 1961.
The behavior of unregulated lenders during the period of market
decline in the spring of 1962 which was described in part B, above,
also serves to demonstrate the disrupting effects of low margins on
the security markets.
(b) General effects on credit con~rols.--The absence of controls in
one area appears to have had the effect of undermining and diluting
the effectiveness of controls in those areas in which they have been
imposed. Some brokers said that they consider disciplinary
actions
for violations of credit regulations grossly unfair because other members of the financial community are not restricted.
Their resentment
is particularly intense when they contemplate the possibility of being
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disciplined for helping a customer obtain a loan the availability of
which is freely and lawfully advertised in the daily newspaper.
Similarly, the study’s interviews with banks suggest that laxness of
some banks in relation to nonpurpose loans may be due to the feeling
that the regulations could hardly be important if the loophole for
unregulated lenders was left open. While the concern of the Commission is principally with the need for a relatively high initial margin to prevent adverse effects on the securities market, unregulated
credit may also serve to undermine the broad objectives of the FRB
with respect to security credit.
The nature of unregulated lending is such that it is strongest and
most active at times when credit controls are most needed. It was
when the FRBhad established margins of 70 to 100 percent that unregulated sources of credit became most popular. The unregulated
lender operates against the objectives and purposes of high-margin
levels, and his loans may represent a potentially serious uncontrolled
credit leak.
(c) Role of unregulated credit in securities law viol~tions.--Unregulated credit has sometimesplayed an important role in illegal distributions of unregistered stock and price manipulations. Morestringent controls might therefore be expected to yield a measure of increased investor protection as an important byproduct.
An example of the use of unregulated credit to achieve illegal distribution is presented by Commissionfiles relating to Skiatron Electronics & Television Corp. OnAugust 18, 1959, that corporation filed
a registration statement covering a proposedoffering of 172,242 shares
of commonstock. The prospectus stated that 125,000 shares were to be
issued pursuant to warrants owned by Matthew Fox and that Fox had
already purchased 75,000 such shares at $3 per share. In fact, Fox no
longer held any of the 75,000 shares; before the registration statement
was filed he had pledged them all to unregulated lenders and they, in
turn, had sold them to the public.
The technique of raising funds by pledging securities which ultimately are sold to the public by the pledgee without the protection of
the disclosure provided by a registration statement was not new to
Fox. Investigation revealed that during the period from June 1957 to
September 1958 he had disposed of 206~000shares of Skiatron stock in
that manner. Major Commission cases of illegal distributions
in
which unregulated credit played an essential part have involved stocks
of Hazel BlS~ hop, Guild Films, Swan-Finch Oil Corp., F. L. J~cobs,
Doeskin, and Scranton Corp.
Several of the lenders interviewed said that they had been requested
manytimes to make loans on large blocks of both listed and unlisted
stock held by insiders. Only a few were alert to the problem and
said they refused to lend on securities that they thought might have to
b~ registered before they could be sold publicly.
Examples of manipulations facilitated by unregulated credit are
supplied by the notorious activities of Lowell Birrell and Alexander
(.~uterma. Birrell typically would have one of his controlled corporations issue him new stock in exchange for stock in another and then
~aledge
newly
stock
unregulated
lenders.foreclosing
He would then
il to the
repay
the issued
loan so
that tothe
lenders would,
the
ple~.ge, distribute the stock to the public. Guternmused unregulated
credit primarily for the purpose of achieving initial control of a
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companyand to maintain desired price levels. In 1958 Guterma was
reported to_have_owedover, $3.,,million_ to ._unregulat~.d_lenders, and at
least five of the latter maae megal distributions of shares of ~’. L.
83
Jacobs and Scranton Corp..
This is not to suggest that there is necoasarily anything unsavory
or illegal about tu~.regulat_e.d len,ding itself. The examplesdiscussed
above are given_ only to indicate that unregulated lending was actively
resorted to and thus presumably facilitated illegal distributions of
securities.

The area of security credit is unique amongthe subjects discussed in
this report in th’at, although the governing provisions of law are contained in the Exchange Aet~ administrative jurisdiction to implement
these provisions is divided between the Board of Governors of the
Federal Reserve System and the Commission~with substantive matters largely in the jurisdiction of the former and responsibility for
~
enforcement in the latter. TraditionalIy~ the Board of Governors
concern with security credit has been related to monetary control
and the total economy~whereas the Commission’s concern is with
security credit and its regulation as factors in the securities markets
themselves. Becauseof the latter special concern and because the study
has revealed several substantial security credit problems~it is believed
appropriate to state conclusions and recommendations~notwithstanding that the recommendationsrelate essentially to matters in the jurisdiction of the Board of Governors. The recommendations set forth
below are expressed with full regard for~ and without intending to
impinge in any way upon~ the Board of Governors~ authority to regulate security credit in relation to monetary control and the total
economy~ including raising and lowering margin requirements and
classifying securities and loans for that purpose.
Security credit controls have been described by the Chairmanof the
FRBas one of the instruments for effectuating the credit and monetary policies of the Board. The FRBhas exercised its broad authori.ty
by promulgation of Regulations T and U governing~ respectively~
broker-dealers and domestic banks. Other types of lenders are not
directly covered by the regulations. Credit controls on broker-dealers
limit the amountwhich maybe lent on listed securities, and the Securities Exchange Act prohibits them altogether from lending on unlisted
securities~ where the purpose is to purchase or carry securities. Controls on banks limit them in the amountthat maybe lent on stocks to
purchase or carry listed stocks but otherwise do not limit them in
lending for the purpose of purchasing or carrying other listed securities or unlisted securities.
Both domestic banks and brokers are
permitted to make loans secured by unlisted securities or by no collateral at all so long as the borrower’s purpose is other than purchasing or carrying securities.
Lenders other than domestic banks and
brokers are generally free of security credit controls except in relation
to borrowing from domestic banks.
s~ It would appear that lenders are severely restricted
under the Securities Act of 1983
from selling securities
which have been pledged as collateral
by borrowers and have not
been registered under the act. See g.E.(L v. G~uihg .Fi~ms Co. 178 F. Supp. 418 (S.D.N.Y.
1959) ; affirmed 279 F. 2d ~8,5 (2d Cir. 1960).
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The unique nature of readily marketable, publicly traded securities
and the extraordinary facility of the market mechanisms that have
been developed to trade them~ which together make possible rapid
and wide price fluctuation, cause both an initial margin and a margin
maintenance requirement to be an inherent feature of almost all
security credit transactions. Public initial margin controls are considereduseful in the governmental effort to regulate national credit
and monetary conditions~ and from the more rest- ricted point of view
of securities regulation they are indispensable in guarding against uncontrolled price declines that can result whenthe initial requl~rementis
so low in .relation to the maintenance requirement as to cause numerous margin calls in the event of any significant price decline. The
evidence provided by the sharp market break in the spring of 1962
tends to demonstrate that, by reason of the preceding relatively high
initial requirements, those loans that were regulated withstood the
break well and those free of controls were muchmore vulnerable. As a
general principle, therefore, the power should exist to extend initial
margincontrols to all security credit transactions to whichtheir extension is feasible and not precluded by countervailing considerations.
The purpose for which security credit is extended may be particularly significant to the broad effort to regulate general credit and
monetary conditions~ but inadequately margined nonpurpose loans
may be as vulnerable to margin calls as purpose loans and the disruptive effect of such calls is as undesirable in the one case as the other.
Evidence nowavailable, moreover, indicates that the aggregate amount
of stock-collateralized~
nonpurpose credit extended by banks, the
principal source of such credit, is relatively and absolutely very greats
and unless adequately margined presents a threat to market stability.
Without prejudice to the retention of separate or additional margin
requirements for purpose loans~ it appears to the Special Study that
authority should exist and consideration should be given to extending
~metype of initial margin requirement to all or some categories of
"nonpurpose" loans collateralized by actively traded stocks, as the
FRBmay find appropriate.
Againwith particular reference to the securities markets, the present
pattern of credit regulation is marked by other disparities that may
be explained historically but do not appear to be justifiable at present.
These arise principally in the distinctions drawn between exchangelisted and over-the-counter securities and in the further distinctions
drawn between lending by broker-dealers and lending by banks. Since
over-the-counter securities and their markets are far more heterogeneous than listed securities and their markets, it would not be appropriate to equate all of the former to all of the latter, but for that
segment of over-the-counter securities reasonably resembling listed
securities in pertinent respects it would appear appropriate and equitable to removeor at least minimize some of the present distinctions.
The most pertinent considerations in defining that segment are the
availability of reliable information so that risks may be appraised,
the availability of reliable quotations so that values maybe assigned
to pledged securities, and the availability of market depth so that collateral will not be unduly frozen in the hands of lenders.
Implementation of recommendations in chapters VII and IX would
have the result of assuring a fund of reliable information for "OTC-
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listed" securities through required disclosures by issuers; establishing
more dependable and informative interdealer
and publicly disseminated quotations; identifying primary market makers of each
over-the-counter security as a measureof depth of dealer interest; and
presumably (through selection of securities to be included in newspaper and other publicly disseminated quotations) singling out those
securities having widest public interest and activity. It would therefore also be appropriate to permit broker-dealers to extend credit on
someover-the-counter securities to purchase or carry listed or unlisted
securities as and to the extent provided by regulations of the Board
of Governors. Assuming implementation of the above recommendations, extension of credit by broker-dealers might be permitted on
"OTC-listed" stocks and convertible bonds included in any officially
recognized public quotation system, subject to such exclusions or limitations as the Board of Governors may provide as to particular
categories of such securities. The margin limit for such securities
or particular categories of them might be fixed in relation to~ but
need not necessarily be the same as, the limit prevailing at any time
for listed securities.
Stocks that are actively traded in over-the-counter markets as
well as some convertible bonds that are actively traded in such markets or listed on an exchangemay be st~bject to price fluctuations to
as great a degree as are listed stocks. The categories of securities
referred to in the preceding sentence probably coincide generally~
but not necessarily exactly, with the categories referred to in the
preceding paragraph as eligible for extension of credit by brokerdealers. Minimmninitial margins should be required on these securities (as they maybe more precisely defined in the regulation) when
used as collateral for bank loans. It is not contemplated that such
a requirement would restrict banks from lending at their discretion
on inactively traded over-the-counter stocks~ convertible bonds or nonequity securities.
T~:e abse.nce of any controls on lenders other than.bro.ker-dealers

the extent feasible~ to all persons regularly engaged in the business
of lending on securities and adequate information-gathering about
their activities should be instituted.
The Special Study concludes and recommends:
The Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System has
primary responsibility for the regulation of security credit in
relation to monetary control and the entire economy. The Commission’s concern, morelimited in nature, is with security credit
and its regulation as factors in the securities markets themselve~
While recognizing the primary and broader responsibility
and
authority of the Board in this area and without intending to impinge upon that responsibility
and authority in any way, the
Special Study nevertheless believes it appropriate to express the
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following conclusions and recommendations relevant to the Commission’s more limited area of concern:
1. Data assembled by the Special Study, with cooperation from
the Federal Reserve System, are believed by the Special Study to
confirm the general principle that the Board of Governors should
have authority to extend some kind of degree of margin control
on all loans collatera]ized by securities whose forced liquidation
in a declining market would have a significant market-disruptive
potential, including some loans now classified as "nonpurpose."
Unless the Board of Governors itself feels that further studies
are necessary before requesting such authority, section 7 of the
Exchange Act should be amended to authorize
the Board of
Governors to establish initial margin requirements on loans col
lateralized by securities, irrespective of their purpose, for banks
and those lenders encompassed in paragraph 5 as well as for
broker-dealers. The authority should be sufficiently flexible so
that the Board may take into account both the general economic
and credit needs of the country and the immediate needs of the
securities markets, enabling it to establish separate initial margin
requirements adapted to those separate purposes. Pursuant to
such authority,
the Board should appropriately
amend Regulations T and U to encompass such specific categories of "nonpurpose" loans collateralized
by securities and establish such margin levels as may seem appropriate to it.
2. Section 7 of the Exchange Act should be amended to give the
Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System authority
to permit broker-dealers to extend credit on such over-the-counter
securities or classes thereof as it may from time to time designate, with such advice or assistance as it may request of the
Commission. The Board’s authority should permit it, in establishing initial
margin requirements, to differentiate
between
listed securities and some or all over-the-counter securities and
among various classes of over-the-counter securities.
Pursuant
to such authority, and assuming implementation of recommendations in chapter IX.B. for extension of investor protections (financial reporting and proxy and insider-trading
controls) to
certain over-the-counter securities,
the Board should appropriately amend Regulation T to permit broker-dealers
to extend
credit on specified classes of stocks and convertible bonds included within the "OTC-listed" category referred to in chapter
IX.B. for which reliable, current information is available.
3. Section 7 of the Exchange Act should be amended to empower the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System
to impose initial
margin requirements on actively traded overthe-counter stocks and convertible bonds used as collateral
for
loans by banks. This power should extend both to loans for
purchasing or carrying securities and also for other purposes.
The Board’s authority should permit it to designate from time
to time the classes of over-the-counter stocks and convertible
bonds to be deemed actively traded for this purpose, with such
advice or assistance as it may request of the Commission. Pursuant to such authority,
the Board should amend Regulation U
to extend margin controls to bank loans on those categories of
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over-the-counter stocks and convertible bonds so designated,
which might coincide with, or differ from, the categories designated in respect of extension of credit by broker-dealers. It
is not intended that such a requirement restrict banks from
lending at their discretion, as at present, on inactively traded
over-the-counter stocks, convertible bonds, or nonequity securities.
4. Whether or not the other recommendations herein are
adopted Regulation U should be amended so that loans collateralized by, or to purchase or carry, listed convertible bonds
are subject to margin requirements similar to those on loans
collateralized by stock to purchase or carry listed stocks, with
appropriate exceptions or differentiation for convertible bonds
whose market prices do not primarily reflect the availability of
the conversion privilege.
5. Under the authority now provided by section 7 of the Exchange Act, the Board of Governors should subject "all persons"
who makeloans to U.S. residents, on the collateral of securities
traded in U.S. markets, to the same requirements as are applicable to domestic bank loans collateralized by such securities,
subject to appropriate exclusions for lenders in specified categories such as those not engaged in a business of lending or those
never having aggregate outstanding security loans of more
than a specified amount, say, $100,000. To aid in enforcement,
domestic lenders should be required to keep specified records
and file periodic reports, and domestic banks should be prohibited
from furnishing any form of assistance or service to any foreign
lender in connection with any loan not in conformity with such
requirements.
TABLEX-1.--Net

debit balances o~ customers o~ registered
broker-dealers
fied by e~change membership (as o~ Jan. 31, 1965)

classi-

[Dollar amountsin thousands]

Exchange membership

Numberof
Total
firms
carrying customers’
margin
netdebit
accounts for
balances
a
customersa

All broker-dealers .....................................................

$3,870,873

340
3,823,921
NewYorkStockExchange
members
........................................
8
3,415
American
StockExchange
members
(notmembers
of NYSE)...............
112
28,016
Regional
exchange
members
(notmembers
of NYSEor Amex)..............
84
15,521
Nonexchange
members,
total
................................................
73
12, 520
NASDmembers
........................................................
11
3, 001
Non-NASD
members
...................................................
1 Several firms reported their customers’net debit balancesas of ~an. 25, 1962.
s Refers to regular membershipon an exchange.
~ Includes only customers other than broker-dealers.
Source: Questionnaire OTC-3.
APPENDIXES
All appendixes
were prepared
by the staff
of the Board of Governors of the
Federal Reserve System with the assistance
of Federal Reserve Bank personnel
at the request
of the Special
Study of Securities
Markets.
Appendix X-D presents answers to questions
concerning
bank practices
in making security
loans
obtained
from various
member banks of the Federal
Reserve System by Federal
Reserve Bank personnel.
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APPENDIX X-A

BANKLOANSURVEY~ESTIONNAIRE

COVERSHEETFOR SURVEYOP BANKLOANSCOtLATERALIZED
BY STOCKSANO
OUTSTANDING
OHSEPTEMBER
26,
(Please r~turn

to the Reserve Ba~k ~ or before October 10, 196~)

~nch re~ortLng (if appl$cable)

INSTRUCTIONS
(C~ver Sheet)

line 8)

|

[] Loa~ for ~rcha~in~ or carr>in~ securities
(Schedule
[3 C~mmercial and industrial
loan~ (Schedule
~] Consumeri~.~.a~.ment lo~ns(Schedule A, lSne
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SURVEYOF BANE: LOANSCOLLATERALIZED
BY STOCKSOR BONDS,
OUTSTANDING
ON SEP’rE~B~.R 26, 1962
The primary objective of this survey is to provide estimates of the outstanding
volume of member bank loans collateralized
by stocks and bonds, classified
both
according to the kinds of securities
serving as collateral
and according to the
purposes of the loans. Respondent banks are asked to report details on only
a sample of such loans, in order to provide the information
needed with a
minimmn of effort.
Please mail the completed survey forms to the Federal Reserve Bank on or
before October 10, 1962.
All information which you report will be held in confidence for use only within
the Federal Reserve System and by designated staff of the Securities
and Exchange Commission. The results of the survey will be published only in the form
of totals for groups of banks. No information about individual loans or issues
of securities will be published.
SURVEY

COVERAGE

The securities loans covered in this survey include all loans collateralized
by
stocks or bonds except those made to brokers an4 dealers in securities
and to
banks. Included in the survey are all such loans for the purpose of purchasing
or carrying securities,
reported in the Call Report against item 3 (b) of Schedule
A. Also, all other loans collateralized
by any stock or bond regardless of purpose, should be included in the group of loans from which the sample is drawn.
If, however, stocks or bonds form only a minor part of the collateral
behind a
loan (20 percent or less) it should not be included in this survey; also, loans
kept in special files (such as consumer installment
loans) may be excluded
the collateral
is not subject to whatever revaluation procedures are customarily
applied to securities
collateral.
Revaluation procedures may include periodic
review of accounts, special revaluations
incident to security market declines
and reexamination of collateral prior to loan renewals.
REPORTING

PROCEDURE

Amongyour loans secured by stocks and bonds, you are asked to report
(a) Loans to borrowers whose names fall in the alphabetical
segment between
....
and
....
(segment
b);
(b) Loans to borrowers whose names fall in the alphabetical
segment between
....
and
....
(segment b)
and
(v) Each loan of $1 million or more in amount-~regardless
of the letter
with which the borrower’s name begins.
Please include the loans in the foregoing groups from all files in which loans
on stocks or bonds may be contained. Most or all of your loans collateralized
by
stocks and bonds may be listed in a collateral register, but it will also be necessary to review the sample segment of any other files in which such loans are
intermixed with other loans.
For each loan meeting the definition above, enter the name of the borrower and
the other details called for. A loan may consist of several notes if all are secured by the same pool of collateral.
If a borrower has more than one loan supported by separate and distinct collateral,
report the information requested for
each loan separately.
If your bank has more than one office, and separate records are maintained at
branch offices, the sampling procedure outlined above should be followed at each
office. The figures in the box on the insert page should be provided separately
for each office reporting.
If you have numerous offices,
you may wish to consult your Reserve Bank
about the possibility
of developing a procedure for sampling offices within your
branch system.
Number both parts of your worksheets. Detach and save your portion for 60
days. If questions arise concerning the data submitted, it may be necessary for
you to refer to your list of borrowers whose loans were reported. The names of
the borrowers should not be sent to the Federal Reserve Bank.
If you should have questions about these instructions
or the proper reporting
of a loan,
CONTACT THE FEDERAL RESERVE BANK.
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On the basis of a sample survey of loans collateralized
by stocks or bonds, it
is estimated that member banks of the Federal Reserve System had almost $11
billion of such loans outstanding on September 26, 1962--the survey date. When
blown up to universe proportions,
the loans reported by respondent banks represent a total of $10,936 million, or just under 10 percent of all loans outstanding
at member banks on that date. The estimated number of loans collateralized
by securities exceeds 750,000.
Stocks traded on national securities
exchanges comprised the principal collateral for nearly three-fifths
of this credit (an estimated $6.2 billion) and unlisted stocks accounted for most of the rest--S3.1 billion. Not quite 40 percent
of the loans secured principally by unlisted stock had an actively traded issue
as their single most important collateral#
Collateral
for the remaining 60
percent included public issues in which trading interest was insufficient
to support wide publication
of price quotations,
as well as shares in closely held
corporations
or companies whose stock is not freely marketable. Of the loans
secured principally by bonds, $285 million were collateralized
by issues convertible into stock and about $300 million by securities
of the U.S. Government.
Nearly two-thirds of the total loan volume on stocks and bonds was carried at
banking offices in the central cities of large metropolitan areas; this was considerably more than the share of all loans at member banks, accounted for by
the same offices. Large ,banking offices--those
with total loans of more than $100
million--accounted
for about two-fifths
of the outstanding total for both collateral loans and loans of all types, but the share for these offices rises to onehalf when loans on unlisted stocks are considered separately.
Lending on listed
issues was more widely diffused, with two-thirds of the loan volume occurring
at offices with less than $100 million in total loans.
Reflecting the value of collateral
to both borrowers and banks in helping establish credit eligibility
and terms, the secured loans in the survey represented
a variety of purpose or borrower classifications.
Thus, the largest total of loans
secured by stocks and bonds ($4.6 billion)
was reported by lending banks
single-payment loans to individuals for household and other personal purposes.
This volume would represent nearly three-fifths
of all single-payment loans reported by member banks on the September 28, 1962, Condition Report, and formed
an important part of the credit collateralized
by stocks and bonds outstanding at
all classes of banks and sizes of lending office. About a third of the secured
loans ($3.7 billion) were for business purposes, but these accounted for only
minor fraction of all business loans at member banks.
Of the $10.9 billion in loans secured by stocks and bonds, only $1.9 billion (just
under one-fifth) was identified
as being expressly for the purpose of purchasing
or carrying securities.
All of these loans are classed as securities credit by the
banks and are referred to as "purpose" loans in this report, but only those which
are stock secured and which are for the purpose of purchasing
or carrying
stocks registered on a national securities
exchange (or mutual fund shares) are
subject to margin requirements under Regulation U. It is estimated that just
under half of the "purpose" credit outstanding on the date of the survey (about
$900 million) was subject to margin regulation.
Most of the loans reported in the survey--about 90 percent of the total estimated number--were for less than $25,000, but large loan~ of $250,00@ or more
accounted for nearly 30 percent of the total dollar amount as compared with
less than 1 percent of the number. About two-fifths
of total loans outstanding
~ere shown on the books as demand loans, and two-thirds of the total (by dollar
volume) were either demand loans or due in less than 120 days. l~Iost lo.ans,
however, were renewals; on the September 26 survey date, bo.rrower~ who. had
beeu continuously indebted to the lending office o.n this or a predecessor security
loan since prior t~ 1960 accounted for about half of the $10.9 billion total then
outstanding.
1 In making this classification,
issues were defined as actively
traded
was sufficient
to warrant their
inclusion
in any NASDdaily quotation
regional) or in, the n.~tto,nal
and eastern weekly list.

96-746~63--~pt. 4----~

if market interest
list
(national
or
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~overage of survey
The estimates presented in this report are based on a sample of nearly 25,000
loans collateralized
by securities,
drawn from 472 banks and designed to give
each such loaa throughout the System roughly 1 chance in 25 of being included
in the sample. Each participating
bank supplied details concerning collateral
loans made to all customers whose last names fell within assigned segments of
the alphabet. Banks with total loans of $200 million or more at the end of 1961
were included in the sample automatically and were assigned alphabetic clusters
designed to.yield a 4-percent sample of their loans. Respondent banks also reported fully on all loans of $1 million or more. Smaller banks were selected
for the survey on a sample basis with a decreasing likelihood of selection but
were asked to report on an increasingly larger proportion of their loans.
For each loan in the sample, the respondent banks reported amount of loan,
principal (and any subsidiary) collateral,
date made, purpose, specified maturity
and the duration of the borrower’s indebtedness.
The summary tables and text
which follow present classifications
of the loans according to these loan characteristics
as well as to certain attributes
of the banking offices at which the
loans were made.
Distribution of loans by purpose and principa~ collatera~
The purpose classification
used in this survey is based on the category to which
a loan would be assigned by the lending bank in its quarterly condition report.
These categories include business loans (including some loans to farmers), "purpose" loans (for the purpose of purchasing or carrying securities,
as defined
above), single-payment personal loans to individuals,
installment
loans to individuals (estimated at $214 million), and loans to financial institutions
other
than banks ($331 million).
Excluded entirely
from the survey were loans
banks and loans to securities
brokers and dealers. ~k small residual category
(1 percent of the sample) included principally loans to nonprofit institutions.
Table I, in its first panel, shows the dollar total of loans in the sample, expanded to universe proportions and distributed
according to purpose of loan by
principal
type of collateral
pledged. Shown separately
from the listed and
unlisted stock totals is a quarter-billion
dollar volume of loans collateralized
principally
by mutual funds shares. While themselves unlisted,
these shares
customarily include holdings of listed stocks and are treated in the same manner
as listed stocks for purposes of margin regulation.
Seven-eighths of the total dollar volume of loans in the sur~ey was collateralized principally
by stocks. Of the credit extended on debt instruments,
$285
million was secured by bonds convertible
into stock--most of it in the form of
"purpose" loans. U.S. Government securities
formed the principal collateral
for
only $309 million of loans, a small amount in relation to the very large total
held by the public. The residual category, consisting mostly of credit secured
by other bonds, includes a small volume of loans in which securities
figured
only as secondary collateral.
The percentage distribution
of loans in each purpose category according to
collateral
type (panel B) indicates the dominant role of listed stock in securing personal loans, and the greater relative importance of unlisted stock as collateral
both for "purpose" loans and for loans to financial institutions.
These
same relationships
are reflected in panel G which presents a percentage distribution of the loan volume secured by each collateral type according to its purpose
class. Loans on listed stock (and mutual fund shares) are substantially
more
likely to be personal loans than are those secured by unlisted stock or bonds.
For both listed and unlisted issues, one-third of all loans are business loans.
One-quarter of the credit secured by unlisted stock is for the purpose of purchasing and carrying securities;
this is almost twice as high as the comparable
percentage for listed issues.
Amongthe loans on unlisted stocks, a higher proportion of those collateralized
by actively traded issues were single-payment personal loans (38 percent versus
31 percent for other unlisted stock). In this respect, loans on actively traded
issues occupy an intermediate position between loans with listed and those with
other unlisted collateral.
Loans on untraded issues were somewhat more likely
to be business loans. Actively traded issues were no more likely than other
unlisted shares to serve as principal collateral for "purpose" loans.
Table II presents for numbers of loans the same relationships
as those shown
in table I for dollar amounts. Reflecting the large number of small personal
loans, this category accounts for 71 percent of all loans by number, as compared
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with 44 percent by dollar volume, and fully three-fourths
of the personal loans
are secured by listed
stocks or mutual fund shares. Among loans secured by
listed stocks, those classed as personal (single-payment and installment)
made
up 76 percent of the total number, but only 51 percent of the dollar amount;
among loans secured by unlisted shares, personal loans made up 60 percent of
the number and 36 percent of the dollar amount. Conversely, loan categories
for which unlisted stocks were relatively more likely to serve as collateral--such
as "purpose" loans and those to financial
institutions--included
much larger
loans (on average) and accounted for a strikingly smaller proportion of the total
by number than by volume. This is also true of business loans, for which unlisted
stocks were relatively more likely to be pledged.
Broad distinctions
among types of collateral
loans such as those suggested by
the preceding classifications
can be observed more clearly by identifying
the
lending patterns at different types of banking offices. For this purpose, offices
of both branch and unit banks have been classified
as to geographical location,
amount of total loans, amount of "purpose" loans, and by various internal loan
ratios.
The differences
in collateral
lending patterns which are summarized
below utilize these banking office classifications.
Banl~ing ol~ce characteristics
and principal collatera~
The extension of credit collateralized
by securities
occurs predominantly in
the Nation’s major metropolitan centers. Three-fourths
of the total volume of
security loans outstanding on the survey date was in such areas (having 1960
populations of 500,000 or more). Nearly two-thirds was concentrated at banking
offices in the central cities of such areas although it is estimated from the banks
in the sample that these offices accounted four only 54 percent of all loans outstanding at member banks.
Table III shows separately the geographical distribution
of total loans, collateral loans, and loans secured principally
by listed and unlisted stocks. Although the urban concentration
of collateral
lending is clearly indicated,
it
will be noted that there is a significant difference in incidence as between loaas
on listed and unlisted stocks by banking office characteristics.
The main offices
of money market banks, 2 for instance, carry on their books a disproportionate
share of the loans on unlisted stocks; they accounted for 35 percent of all such
loans, compared with only 21 percent of the loans on listed shares. This concentration at main offices of loans secured by unlisted stock generally held regardless of whether the principal collateral
consisted of actively traded or other
issues.
At other central city banks and branch offices there is a greater relative emphasis on collateral lending, and particularly
on loans secured by listed issues.
Thus, these offices accounted for 38 percent of all collateral
loans and 43 percent of the loans on listed stock, although their share in total loans of all types
is estimated at only 25 percent. Suburban banks were not a significant
source
of credit on unlisted stocks, but accounted for better than a tenth of outstanding
loans on listed issues. Banks in smaller metropolitan areas, on the other hand,
were relatively
more important as suppliers of credit on unlisted than of listed
stock. And country banks accounted for 11 percent of the total of loans of
each type. When loans secured by unlisted issues other than those classified
as
actively traded are considered separately, a higher proportion of the total was
made at small metropolitan and country banking offices than was the case for
loans secured either by listed or more readily marketable unlisted collateral.
Table IV shows that, regardless of a lending office’s geographic location, a
substantially
higher proportion of credit on unlisted stocks is extended at large
banks. Offices with total loans of $100 million or more accounted for half of all
loans outstanding
on unlisted
stock, as compared with about a third of the
credit on listed stock. Conversely, banks or branches with total loans below
$5 million reported 28 percent of the dollar amount of loans on listed issues and
only 11 percent of those secured by unlisted stocks. It is estimated that these
small offices accounted for 15 percent of all member bank loans (secured and
unsecured) while the large offices with loans exceeding $100 million extended
43 percent of total memberbank credit.
~ l~oney market bankg are defined within the l~ederal Reserve System as large banks ($200
million or more in deposits) which managetheir moneyposition so as to minimize excess
reserves, by dealing regularly in the markets for Federal funds, Treasury bills, bankers
acceptances and credit to brokers and dealers in securities Throu~,hout this re,~ort th~
lassification refers only to the main offices of such banks in large metropolitan areas.
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The greater concentration of loans on ~mlisted stock at large banking offices
reflects in part the high proportion of such loans carried at the main offices of
large money market banks. It is also. true, however, that in other geographic
locations,
a much smaller share of loans on unlisted issues is made by small
offices and a much higher proportion .at large offices. At central city ’banks or
branches other tl~an the main offices of money market banks, for instance, offices
with less than $5 million in total loans acco.unted for 38 percen,t of all loans made
on listed stock ; these same offices made only 15 percent by dollar volume of the
loans on unlisted issues. Again excluding money market bank main offices,
big
banks and branches accou~nted for 37 percent of the unlisted loan volume, but
only 21 percent of that on listed issues. At banks in smaller metropolitan areas,
a similar concentration in relatively
larger banks of the credit extended on unlisted issues was clearly evident.
Gonsistent with this pattern is the related finding tha.t credit on unlisted stock
is more likely to be extended by banking offices which had a substantial absolute
amount of loans collateralized
by secuxities.
Thus; offices reporting total collateral
loans of $10 million or more accounted for 5~ percent of the credit on
unlisted stocks but only 38 percent of that on listed issues. Oonversely, banking
offices with collateral
loans of under $1 million accounted for 23 percent of all
credit on listed stocks and only 15 percent of the lending on unlisted issues.
It does not follow from this, however, that collateral
lending in general and
lending on listed stocks in particular,
is an unimportant part of the business of
banking offices reporting relatively
small collateral
loan totals.
Credit on
listed stock, in fact, is considerably more likely to be extended at offices reporting a high r~tio of collateral ¢o total loans than is that on unlisted stock. Thus,
banking offices reporting a ratio of collateral loans to total loans of 30 percent
or more account for 24 percent of all loans on listed stock but only 11 percent of
all credit outstanding on actively traded issues and barely 6 percent of that on
other unlisted issues. It is estimated that these same banking offices accounted
for only 4 percent of total member bank loans of all types on the survey date.
Table V shows separately for loans on listed and unlisted stock the relative
importance of banks with high and low "collateral
loan ratios" in the total of
such lending for each major geographical lender group. At central city banking
offices (other than money market bank main offices),
the concentration of collateral lending in offices for which such lending is an important activity is particularly marked. This group of high collateral-ratio
lenders accounts for 47
percent of the collateral loans on listed stock at "other central city offices," and
20 percent of the loans on unlisted issues. It will be recalled that "other central
city offices,"
as a group, are among the most important suppliers of credit on
listed collateral--accounting
for 43 percent of the total.
Ba/aking office characteristics
and purpose of loan~
Geographic location, size and degree of specialization
in collateral
lending
all appear to produce significant
variations in the distribution
of stock secured
loans at ’banking offices by purpose categories. Since these patterns (~iffer sharply
for loans with listed and unlisted collateral,
the two types of credit need to be
shown separately.
Table VI shows, for both listed and unlisted stock collateral,
the percentage
distribution
of credit among principal purpose categories for lending offices in
each of the geographic classes. Among loans on listed stocks, single-payment
personal loans account for close to 50 percent of total dollar volume regardless
of lending office’s location. For loans on unlisted stocks, the percentage classified
as single-payment personal loans is lower for all geographic categories, particularly at money market main offices ; a third of loans on unlisted stocks at these
offices were "purpose" loans. (In addition, about one-eighth of the credit on unlisted stock at money market main offices is extended to financial institutions,
not shown separately
in this table.)
On listed
stock at money market main
offices the incidence of "purpose" loans is more than a fifth.
While this is a
lower proportion of the total than that on tmlisted issues, it is substantially
larger than for other types of lending offices. Business loans at the money market main offices are apparentIy less likely to be collateralized
by securities
of
any type and hence are relatively
less important as a purpose category than at
other types of banking offices. At banks in smaller metropolitan centers and at
country banks, however, collateralized
business loans are a more important setmeat of the total, and appear to be especially so where unlisted stock serves as
the basis of credit for business purposes. Whenloans secured by unlisted stock
are further divided between those collateralized
by actively traded issues and
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others, it is notable that at other central city offices, single-payment personal
loans constituted 49 percent of all loans secured by readily marketable unlisted
issues--as
high a proportion as they did for listed stock. The comparable percentage among loans secured by other unlisted issues was only 35 percent. At
all offices except country banks, "purpose" loans made up a somewhat smaller
share of loans secured by actively traded than by other unlisted issues, despite
the presumably greater speculative interest in the former.
Table VII shows for business,
"purpose" and personal loans the percentage
distribution of loan totals among lending offices in the various size classes discussed earlier. Separate distributions
are presented for loans secured by listed
and by unlisted stocks. The far greater relative importance of small offices in
supplying credit for all purposes on listed as compared with unlisted collateral
probably reflects greater familiarity with listed stocks and ease of checking collateral
values. Amongthe unlisted shares taken as principal collateral,
moreover, actively traded issues appear to be substantially
more acceptable as collateral
for single-payment personal loans at these small offices than do those
which are less readily marketable. Such offices accounted for 20 percent of the
personal loans on actively traded issues compared with 29 percent of those on
listed issues and only 12 percent of those on issues not actively traded.
Thus, a primary concentration
of personal loans on listed stock at smaller
branch offices of large city banks is reinforced by a secondary concentration of
personal loans secured by actively tradec~ unlisted issues. This supports the interpretation
that personal loans at such offices are customarily made more readily
or on more favorable terms if acceptable collateral
is available.
The greater
concentration,
already noted, of loans on listed stock at small offices with high
ratios of collateral to total loans also would be consistent with a policy preference
at these banks that personal loans be collateralized.
Very large banks and offices play a major role in supplying credit for purchasing and carrying both listed and unlisted securities,
but are less important
in furnishing personal and business credit on a collateralized
basis. The extension of "purpose" credit in fact tends to be concentrated in large banks which
handle a large volume of such loans but at which only a relatively
small fraction
of business and personal loans involve securities
collateral.
A higher proportion of the collateral loans they do make, therefore, tend to be "purpose" loans.
Over a third of all "purpose" loans are accounted for by offices where more than
half of their collateral
loans are so classified.
On the other hand, about fiveeights of both personal and business loans on listed stocks, and 50 percent of
those on unlisted issues, originate at banks which report less than 5 percent of
their collateral loans in the "purpose" category.
Distribution o7 co~latera~ loans by size
The difference
in borrowing patterns on listed and unlisted stock is again
emphasized when collateral loans are classified by size, as is done in roubles VIII
and IX. In panel A.’ of table VIII the total estimated volume of loans outstanding is distributed
by principal collateral
and size of loan. Panel B shows the
percentage distribution of all loans in each collateral type amongthe size classes ;
panel C shows the relative
importance of each type of collateral
in making up
the loan total for each size group. Table IX is similar except that the classifications are based on the number of loans in each category rather than the dollar
amounts.
The importance of relatively
smaller loans in accounting for the total volume
of credit extended on listed stock stands out clearly in these tables. As shown
in table VIII, panel B, loans of less than $25,000 account for a third of the total
amount secured by listed stock compared with a fourth of that by unlisted issues.
Five-eighths of all credit on listed stock takes the form of loans for less than
$100,000; such loans make up only half of total credit outstanding on unlisted
issues. Conversely, a third of the total secured by unlisted collateral
is concentrated in loans for $250,000 or more as compared with less than a fourth of
that secured by listed stock. Listed stock is the principal collateral
for better
than three-fifths
of all loans under $100,000 but only about two-fifths
of the
total for loans of $1 million or more.
When classified
by number rather than dollar amounts, the b~lk of all loans
(about 90 percent) are for less than $25,000, regardless of collateral.
Among
loans secured by listed stock and mutual funds, however, a greater concentration
occurs among really small loans--those for less than $5,000. The size distribution for loans collateralized
by bonds more closely resembles that for unlisted
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stock issues, except that relatively
few very small loans are secured ’by convertible bonds.
Table X cross-classifies
loan volume by loan and bank size. As might be expected, the largest banking offices account for the bulk of the really large loans,
and the concentration
is more noticeable for loans secured by unlisted than by
listed stock. Banking offices with more than $200 million in total loans reported
81 percent by amount of all loans exceeding $1 million secured by unlisted stock
and 48 percent of loans in the $250,000 to $1 million size class. For loans on
listed issues the comparable proportions were 58 and 38 percent, respectively.
One apparent exception to the concentration of large loans at large banks is a
substantial
amount of loans for more than $250,000 secured by listed stocks at
central city ba.nking offices with less than $5 million in total loans; such loans
are probably carried on the books at branch offices of larger banks.
Additional evidence of a preference for listed collateral
at small banking
offices is shown by the fact that the smaller offices (those with less than $5 million in total loans) acco~mted for a significantly
larger proportion of the loans
on listed than on unlisted stock in each loan size class. The very large banking
offices,
on the other hand, were consistently
more important in lending on unlisted shares, regardless of loan size.
For loans in different purpose classifications,
there are markedly different
loan size distributions.
This is shown in table XI, where both the dollar volume
and the number of loans in each of the three major purpose categories has been
distributed
among the loan size classes.
There is a much greater incidence
of small loans among single-payment personal loans, where loans for less than
$5,000 account for two-thirds of the number and one-eighth of the dollar amount.
By value, loans exceeding $100,000, which made up 56 percent of the total volume of "purpose" credit and 51 percent of the business loans, accounted for only
29 percent of the personal loan credit extended to individuals.
Loan characteristics
of collateral loans
In addition to the basic data on collateral,
purpose and size of loans, presented above, information is available from the collateral
loan survey concerning
the regulatory status of purpose loans, the specified maturity of loans (and the
extent to which they are callable before maturity if collateral declines in value),
and the duration of the borrower’s indebtedness.
Regulatory status
The Federal Reserve Board’s Regulation
U specifies
minimum margin requirements
on bank loans which (1) are for the purpose of purchasing
carrying stock registered on a national securities exchange (or shares in mutual
funds which customarily hold such stocks) and (2) are secured anystoc k. In
consequence of this limitation, credit for the sole purpose of purchasing or carrying unlisted stock or bonds is unregulated.
Of the estimated $1.9 billion in
"purpose" credit (for purchasing or carrying securities
of any kind) reported
in this survey, $909 million (47 percent) met the above criteria for regulatio,n,
while the remaining 53 percent was exempt.
Not all regulated loans were secured principally
by listed sto.ck or mutual
fund shares; about a fifth of the total was principally
secured by other collateral--bonds
or unlisted stock. Such loans are subject to regulation if listed
stocks make up any portion of the securities
carried and if any stock (listed or
unlisted) serves as any part of the collateral.
The fact that a loan is subject to
margin requirements do’es not, of course, affect the loan value of nonequity collateral.
Whenthe $727 million of regulated loans secured principally by listed
stocks or mutual fund shares is related to the $6.4 billion in all loans principally
collateralized
by such issues, it amounts to 11 percent of the total.
Table XII shows the total dollar amount of regulated and unregulated "~)urpose" Ioans according to principal collateral
and geographic location of lend~ing
office. Of the purpose loans collateralized
principally by listed stock, it will b’e
noted that $86 million is shown as unregulated,
representing
loans whose proceeds were applied to purchasing or carrying unlisted stocks or bonds. The bulk
of such cases were at central city bahks, as was also the major portion of regulated loans where unlisted issues or bonds constituted the principal collateral.
When loan characteristics
of regulated
loans are compared with those of
unregulated "purpose" loans, the distribution
by loan size of the total outstanding for each group was very similar. Considerable differences existed, however,
with regard to maturity and duration of indebtedness.
Regulated loans are
much more likely to be written as demand loans than are loans for the purpose
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of purchasing or carrying unlisted (or nonequity) securities--55
percent as compared with 30 percent.
Relatively long fixed maturities
(8 months or mor’e)
are more common among the unregulated
group--25 percent versus 11 percent
for regulated loans. Borrowers subject to margin regulations,
however, were
much more likely to have carried their security loan indebtedness continuously
for a longer period--since prior to 1960 in cases accounting for 58 percent of the
regulated
total.
The comparable percentage
for the unregulated
"purpose"
category was only 35 l~ercent.
Maturity
Most loans reported in the survey were either demand loans o.r had relatively
short fixed maturities.
Table XIII indicates that half of all credit secured by
listed stocks is in the form of demand loans and another one-fourth has a specified
maturity of under 4 months. Less than 10 percent of the total has a fixed maturity of 8 months or more. For credit secured by unlisted stock, on the other
hand, a smaller share of loans are written as demand loans and maturities
tend
¢o be longer.
Although the maturity pattern differs sharply for loans falling into different
purpose categories, the differential
treatment of listed and unlisted collateral
remains observable. It is particularly
notable in the case of "purpose" loans,
where only 25 percent of those secured by unlisted stock are demand loans and
32 percent have maturities of 8 months or longer. For "purpose" loans on listed
stock, 56 percent of the total is due on demand, and only 8 percent matures after
8 months or more. In the case of single-payment, personal loans, which are even
less likely to have distant maturities, a further distinction is worth noting. The
table shows that half of the loans secured by listed issues are written as demand
loans as compared with 42 percent of those with unlisted collateral.
When the
latter are further classified to distinguish actively traded issues from the rest,
however, 47 percent of the loans with actively traded collateral are written on a
demand basis contrasting
with only 38 percent of the others. In this respect,
again, personal loans secured by actively traded unlisted shares more nearly £ollow the pattern for loans on listed stocks.
From the standpoint of potential market impact, there is probably little practical distinction
between demand loans and those with fixed maturities.
Over 90
percent of the credit outstanding which specifies a fixed maturity could be called
by the bank in the event of a substantial
decline in market value of the
collateral
Typical maturity patterns appear to differ considerably according to a banking office’s geographic location, but the distinction in treatment between listed
and unlisted stock collateral
remains everywhere. As can be seen from table
XIV, loans at banks in smaller metropolitan areas are least likely to be written as
demand loans, while main office loans at large big city banks are somewhat
more likely to carry the longer fixed maturities.
Duration ol indebtedness
Although most loans in the survey were on the books either as demand loans
or with short fixed maturities, over three-quarters
of the outstanding credit was
to borrowers who had been indebted on a predecessor security loan. Indeed, in
cases involving 53 percent of the loan volume on listed stocks and 44 percent of
that on unlisted,
the borrower had been continuously
indebted on this or a
predecessor loan since prior to 1960. Of the loans outstanding last September
26, only 15 percent of the credit secured by listed stock and 23 percent of that
secured by unlisted had first come onto the books in 1962.
Summarized below for each of the major purpose categories is the percentage of
loan volume which on the date of the survey was to borrowers to whomsecurity
credit had been outstanding (not necessarily
in the same amount) since prior
to 1960 :
[In percent]
Listed
stock

Unlisted
stock

Businessloans ...................................................................
49
43
"Purpose"loans .................................................................
56
41
Personal
loans
...................................................................
57
50
Total ......................................................................
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The geographic location of lending offices does not appear to produce significant variations in the pattern of loan duration except for one important group
of loans--those on unlisted stocks at big city main offices. These are less likely
to be of long duration (only 39 percent outstanding since before 1960), and
higher proportion (30 percent) were new loans in 1962. The duration pattern
for listed collateral
at the same banks closely approximated the national averages---55 percent were continuously outstanding since before 1960 and only 15
percent were new in 1962.
Of loans remaining on the books with or without renewal for long periods
of time, a higher proportion
tend to be demand loans. Most demand loans
originated in 1960 or 1961 had been rewritten within 6 months of the survey date ;
most of those on the books since prior to 1960 had not. Loans secured by bonds
were just as likely to have been renewed as those secured by stock.
Except for very small and very large loans, loan size does not seem to be an
important variable in duration of indebtedness.
Borrowers with current balances below $5,000 were less likely to have a relationship of continuous indebtedness since prior to 1960, and were more likely to be new borrowers in 1962. This
is particularly
true of those pledging listed stocks. Large borrowers on unlisted
collateral
(current loans of $250,000 or more) were also somewhat more likely
to fall into the 1962 new-loan category.
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APPENDIXX-B:TABLEI.--Purpose

BY STOCKS

category

AND

BONDS,

and principal

SEPTEMBER

26,

1962

collateral--Amount

outstanding

Other unlisted stock
Purpose category

Listed stock

Mutual
fund
shares

Convertible
bonds

Activelytraded I Other

Total

U.S. Government
securities

Other
bonds

Total

PanelA--Amount
outstanding
(milliondollars)
Business
loans..................................
2, 062
"Purpose" loans ................................
795
Single payment personal loans ..................
3,040
Installment loans to individuals .................
143
Loans to financial institutions ...................
73
Other ...........................................
74
Total .....................................

(*)

6,187

100
18
115
8

243

1, 056
789
1, 046
52
160
18
3,120

366
288
455
18
66
3

690
501
591
33
93
15

I, 196

1,924

Panel B--Percentage distribution
Business loans ..................................
"Purpose" loans ................................
Single payment personal loans ..................
Installment loans to individuals .................
Loans to financial institutions ...................
Other ...........................................

55
41
66
67
22
67

Total .....................................

(*)

57

2

Business loans ..................................
33
"Purpose" loans ................................ 13
Single payment personal loans ..................
49
Installment loans to individuals .................
2
Loans to financial institutions ...................
1
Other ...........................................
1
100
*Less than $500.000 o.r less

than ~. of 1 percent.

(*)

41
7
47
3

10
15
10
8
20
3

19
26
13
15
28
14

28

11

18

100

34
25
34
2
5
1
100

of collateral

31
24
38
2
6

36
26
31
2
5
1

100

100

(*)

13
0

129
48
77
4
51
1

348
97
289
8
34
17

3,71~
1,944
4, 61~
214
331
111

286

309

792

10, 93~

4
0

3
2
2
2
15
1

9
5
6
4
10
15

100
100
100
100
100
100

3

3

7

100

42
16
25
1
16

44
12
37
1
4
2

34
18
42
2
3
1

100

100

100

of purpose categories by collateral

28
40
23
24
48
16

Panel C--Percentage distribution

(*)

24
203
47

(*)

1
10
1

types by purpose

(*)

8
71
16
4
0
100

(*)
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principal

colla~eral---

Convert- I U.S.
ible ] Governbonds ~ ment
securities

Mutuall Other
fund unlisted
shares
stock

Other
bonds

I

Total

Panel A--Number of loans (in thousands)
Business loans
"Purpose" loans
Single payment personal loans
Installment loans to individuals ........
Loans to financial institutions
Other ..................................

29

2

28 I

34030

274
(*)
(*) 1 (*)

Total

9~

I

8[
2I
6

68

24
40 [
18 I

8

25

29

754

of purpose classes by collateral
(*)

18I

(*)

2o

(*)
(*)

(*)

(*)

Panel B--Percentage distribution
59
41
70

150
69
488
44
2
2

(*)

44

Business loans .........................
"Purpose" loans .......................
Single payment personal loans .........
Installment loans to individuals ........
Loans to financial institutions
Other ..................................

121

7
6
15
2
(*)
(*)

1

5[

(*)

31 ]

4
1
2
2
13
6

7
1

25

3
Panel G--Percentage distribution
Business loans .........................
"Purpose" loans .......................
Single payment personal loans .........
Installment loans to individuals ........
Loans to financial institutions ..........
Other .... _’ .............................
Total ............................
*Less than 50D loans

or less

of collateral

I
5[
8]
3
4
6
6

100
100
100
100
100
100

4

100

types by purpose

18
6
70
6
(*)
(*)

26
3
61
8
(*)
1

22
17
55
5
(*)
(*)

7
50
38
1
4
o

32
3
59
5
1
1

23
19
51
6
(*)
(*)

100

100

100

100

100

100

(*)
(*)
100

than ~ of 1 percent.

APPENDIX X-B : TABLE III.--Loans
collateral,
distributed

outstanding
by geographic

on selected
types
of
location
o~ lending office

[Percentages for loans within specified collateral

principal

types]

Loans secured by stocks and bonds

Location of lending offices

Large metropolitan areas:
MMnoffices of money market banks__
Other central city offices ..............
Suburban banks and offices ...........
Small metropolitan areas
Country banks ...........................
Office’s location not indicated .............
All offices ...........................

Listed
stock

Unlisted stock (except mutual
Total
fund shares)
(including
bonds
and
Total
Actively
Other
other)
traded

Total
loans of
all types

21
43
II
II
II
3

35
28
4
20
II
2

36
29
5
18
8
3

33
28
3
22
13
1

26
38
9
14
II
2

28
25
9
15
19
4

100

I00

100

100

i00

100

APPENDIXX-B : TABLEIV.--Loans

oustanding

by geographic

locations

o~ lending

offices,

distributed

according

to size

o~ lending

office

[Percentages for loans secured principally by listed and by unlisted stocks shownseparately]
Total loans at lending office
Geographiclocation of lending office

Less than $5,000,000 $5,000,000but less
than $25,000,000
Listed

Large metropolitan areas:
Mainoffices of moneymarket banks ............
Othercentral city offices ........................
Suburbanbanksand offices .....................
Small metropolitanareas ............................
Cotmtrybanks ......................................
All offices .....................................
*Less than ~ of 1 percent.

Unlisted

(*)
38
32
12
48

15
23
5
39

28

11

Listed

Unlisted

(*)

(*)

17
29
33
43
20

$25,000,000
but less $100,000,000
but less $500,000,000
ormore
than $100,000,000 than $500,000,000
Listed

Unlisted

20
43
23
49

4
24
ll}
38
8

3
29
18
47
12

18

18

21

Listed
50
19
2O
17

(*)

12

Unlisted

Listed

Unlisted

All offices
Listed Unlisted

48
36
16
25

45
2

49
1

100
100
100
100
100

100
100
100
100
lO0

15

21

35

ioo

~oo

(*)
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TABLE V.--Loans
o~tstanding
distributed
according
to ratio

[Percentages for loans secured principally

by listed

MARKETS

by geographic
of collateral

locations
of
to total
loans

and by unlisted stocks shown separately]

Collateral loans as percentage of total loans at banking office
Geographic location of lending office
Less than 10

10 but less
than 30

30 or more

Total

Large metropolitan areas:
Main offices
of money market
banks:
Listed.......................
53 ........
45 ........
2
Unlisted
.............................
41 ........ 59 ........ (*) ........
Other
central
cityoffices:
Listed.......................
36 ........ 47 ........
100
17 ........
Unlisted
.............................
20 ........
27
Suburbanbanksand offices:
Listed.......................
38 ........
48 ........ 14 ........
100
Unlisted
.............................
42 ........ 44 ........
15 ........
Small metropolitan areas:
Listed ...........................
45 ........
52 ......... 3 ........
100
Unlisted .................................
39
3 ........
Country banks:
Listed ...........................
44 ........
43 ........ 13 ........ I00
Unlisted .................................
57
8 ........
All offices:
Listed .....................
Unlisted ...........................

34

42

24

39

......

I00
........
........
........

100
10(3
10(3

........
10~

....

*Less than ~ of ~ percent.
APPENDIX X-B : TABL~ VI.--Loans
lending
offices,
distributed

outstanding
by geographic
according
to selected
purpose

[Percentages for loans secured principally

by listed

locations
categories

of

and by unlisted stocks shown separately]
Selected purpose categories

Geographic location of lending
office

Business loans

Listed

Unlisted

Single-payment
personal loans
Listed

Un-i
listed

33
25
15
25
8

5O
47
54
52
50

25
41
47
35
34

100
100
100
100
100

100
100
100
100
100

25

49

34

100

100

Large metropolitan areas:
Main offices of money market
banks .........................
Other central city offices .........
Suburban banks and offices .....
Small metropolitan areas ............
Country banks ......................

23
37
23
34
40

27
29
40
55

22
12
11
11
4

All offices .....................

33

34

13

APPENDIX X-B : TABLE VII.--Loans
outstanding
distributed
according
to size
[Percentages for loans secured principally

Total

by listed

Listed

Unlisted

~n selected
purpose
of tending
office

Listed

Unlisted

categories,

and by unlisted stocks shown separately]
Purpose category

Total loans at lending office
Business loans

Listed

Less than $5,000,000 ..................
$5,000,000 but less than $25,000,000___
$25,000,000 but less than $100,000,000_
$100,000,000but less than $500,000,000_
$500,000,000 or more ..................
Total ..........................

30
21
7

Unlisted

Listed

Unlisted

Single-payment
personal loans

Total collateral
loans

Listed

Listed

Unlisted

Unlisted

12
25
23
26
15

16
14
18
26
26

5
10
21
39
25

29
21
18
24
8

16
20
21
31
12

28
20
18
23
10

11
18
21
32
17

i00

100

100

I00

I00

I00

100

APPENDIXX-B:TABLEVIII.--Size

of loan and principal

collateral--Amount

Other unlisted stock
Loansize

Listedstock Mutual fund
shares

Actively
traded

Total

Convertible
bonds
Other

outstanding
U.S. Government
securities

Otherbonds

Total

PanelA--Amount
outstanding
(milllon
dollars)
538
Under$6,000....................................
1,467
$5,OO0to $25,000 .................................
1,776
$25,000 to $I00,000 ...............................
$100,OOO
to $250,000 ..............................955
$250,000
to $1,OO0,OO0
.............................965
$1,000,000
andover..............................486

54
105
64
16
0
5

167
579
772
524
627
451

58
198
281
211
305
144

109
382
491
313
322
308

6,187
Total.....................................

243

3,120

1, 196

1, 924

Panel B--Percentege distribution
9
Under $5,000 ....................................
24
$5,000 to $25,000 .................................
29
$25~000to $1OO,O00
...............................
15
$100,000 to $250,000 ..............................
16 ..............
$250,000 to $1,OOO,O00
.............................
$1,0OO,OO0
andover.............................. 8
Total .....................................

loo

*Less than ½ of 1 percent.

37
46
50

24
112
196
182
134
144

810
2, 392
2, 9~2
1, 790
1,821
1,141

309

792

10, 936

22
69

types by size

5
17
24
15
26
12

6
20
26
16
17
16

2
21
32
27
16
2

7
22
27
12
16
16

3
14
25
23
17
18

22
27
16
17

2

5
19
25
17
20
14

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

3
5
6
10
7
13

I00
100

22
43
26
7

Panel C--Percentage distribution
66
Under $5,000 ....................................
61
$5,000 to $25,000 .................................
60
$25,000 to $100,000...............................
53
$100~OO0
to $250,000 ..............................
53
$250,0OOto $1,OOO,O00
.............................
$1,000,000
andover.............................. 43
57
Total......................................

of collateral

7
59
92
76
47
6

7
4
2
1

of size classes by collateral

40

7
8
9
12
17
13

13
16
16
17
18
27

29

11

18

21
24
26
29

i0

100
100
100
100

56
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TABLE IX.--Size

Loan size

OF

SECURITIES

of roan
and
of loans
Mutual
fund
shares

Listed
stock

Other
unlisted
stock

I

1VIARKETS

principal

collateralmNumber

:LS. Gov-I Other
ernment
bonds
securities

Convertible
bonds

l

Total

Panel A--Number of loans (in thousands)
Under $5,6O0 ...................
$5,000 to $25.000 ................
$25,6O0to $100,6O0..............
$I00,000 to $250,06O.............
$250,000to $1~06O,000
............
$1,000,000 and over .............

(*)

40
7
2

(*)

2

1

0

(*)

(*)
{ (*)

(*)

2
1

(*)
(*)
(*)

2
(*)
(*)

4
1

66
12
4
1

Total ....................
Panel B--Percentage distribution
Under $5,000 ...................
$5,000 to $25,000 ................
$25,06Oto $100,000 ..............
$100,6O0to $250,06O.............
$250,000 to $1,000,000 ...........
$1,000,06Oand over .............

8
1
(*)
(*)
100

Total ....................

4

1

19
5
1

9
2
1

(*)
I (*)
100 !
100

(*)
100

(*)

100

Panel C--Percentage distribution
Under $5,000 ...................
$5,000 to $25,000 ................
$25,000 to $100,06O
$100,000to $250,000.............
$250,000to $1,06O,000............
$1,000,000 and over .............

19
24
26
29
87
50

67

Total ....................
*Less than 500 loans

or less

than

of collateral

~ of 1 percent.

types by size
48
32
15
5
1
(*)
100

(*)
(*)

6O
29
9
2

100

of size classes by collateral
1
2
3
4
2

100
100
100
100
100
100

1

100

~
(*_..__2__

APPE~qDIX X-B: TABLE X.--Loans

outstanding

in specified

size

categories,

distributed

according

to size

of le~ding

office

[Percentagesfor loans secured principally by listed and by unlisted stocks shownseparately]
Total loans at lending office
Loan size

Less than $5,000,000 $5,000,000but less
than $25,000,000
Listed

Unlisted

Under$5,000........................................
$5,000to $25,000
.....................................
$25,000to $100,000...................................
$100,000to $250,000..................................
$25o,000to $1,000,000.................................
$1,000,000and over ..................................

44
38
30
15
25
7

26
21

Total .........................................

28

*Less than.-~ of 1 percen,t.

Listed

Unlisted

$25,000,000but less $100,000,000but less $200,000,000or more
than $100,000,000 than $200,000,000
Listed

Unlisted

Listed

Unlisted

Listed

Unlisted

All offices
Listed

Unlisted

1~
4
3

28
26
25
22
4
7

31
29
23
22
9
(*)

16
19
20
24
13
9

23
24
26
27
15
7

5
7
10
15
19
19

10
12
17
13
24
8

7
i0
15
24
38
58

10
14
20
31
48
81

100
100
lO0
lO0
I00
IO0

100
100
lOO
lO0
I00
100

11

20

18

18

21

12

15

21

35

I00

100
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TABLE XI.--Dollar
purpose categories,

OF

SECURITIES

1V[ARKETS

amount
a~nrl
nwmber
of loans
distributed
by size of ~oan

in

selected

[Percentages for loans within purpose categories]
Purpose category
"Purpose"loans Single-payment
personal 1 oans

Business loans

Loan size

Dollar
Number
amount of loans

Dollar
Number
amount of loans

Totalcollateral
loans

Dollar
Number
amount orleans

Dollar]

Number

amount, of loans
Under $5,000 .................
$5,000 to $25,000 ..............
$25,000 to $100,O00............
$100,O00to $250,000...........
$250,0O0to $1,O00,000.........
$1,000,000 and over ...........

3
17
28
18
20
13

Total ..................
*Less than

~ of 1

39
40
16
3
1

3
15
26
24
19
13

43
37
16
5
1
(*)

12
29
29
13
12
4

100

100

100

100

(*)

I00

66
27
6
1

8i
22
27
16
16’
10

(*)
(*)

100

59
29
9
2
1

(*)

100

100

perce~t.

APPENDIX X-B : TABLE XII.--Regulateet
of purchasing
an4 carryiq~g
securities,
lovatio~
o/~mv~ing oJ’five

and unregulated
by principal

~oans
collateral

for

the purpose
and geographi~

[In mlmonsof dollars]

Location of lending office

Listed stock
(including
mutual funds)

Unlisted stock

Regulated

Unregulated

Regulated

~

38
33

177

15
86

Large metropolitan areas:
Main offices
of money market
banks .........................
Other central city offices .........
I
Other offices (small metropolitan
areas, suburban and country) .....
All offices ......................

~

APPENDIX X-B : TABLE XIII.--Loan~
categories,
distributed
according
[Percentages for loans secured principally

Vnregu] lated

49,
30

Regulated

308
186

36
20

45

170

2

124

664 ~

outstanding
to specified

by listed

Bonds and
other

Total

Unregulated

Regulated

Unregulated

447
35~

I01
137

346
338

54

225

23~

289

909

1,04(

in seIectevl
purpose
maturity
of loan

and by unlisted stocks shownseparately]

Purpose category and collateral

Maturity

category

Business loans

Listed
Demandloan ................ 44
Less than 120 days ........... 28
120to 239days...............
’
240to 394days...............
395 days or longer ............
6
All maturities .........

Unlisted
27
24
23
12

"Purpose"

loans

Single-payment
personal loans

Listed

Unlisted

Listed

Unlisted

56
18

25
12
31

51
25

42
28

Total

Listed

Unlisted

APPENDIX X-B:

TABLE XIV.--Loans

outstanding

by geographic

locations

[Percentages for loans secured principally

of lending
by listed

o.~ces,

distributed

according

to speciEed

maturity

of loan

and by unlisted stocks shown separately]
Specified maturity

Geographic location of lending office

Listed
Large metropolitan areas:
Main offices of money market banks ............
Other central city offices ........................
Suburban banks and offices .....................
Small metropolitan areas ............................
Country banks ......................................
All offices .....................................

Under 120 days

Demand
Unlisted

Listed

Unlisted

120 to 239 days
Listed

Unlisted

240 to 394 days
Listed

Unlisted

395 days and over
Listed

Unlisted

Total
Listed

Unlisted

47
46
65
42
64

26
29
37
29
46

21
33
17
28
12

19
25
24
23
15

18
13
12
20
13

26
22
31
27
16

7
4
3
7
6

16
13
3
14
11

7
3
1
2
4

12
8
2
5
10

100
100
100
100
IO0

100
100
100
100
100

50

31

25

21

15

24

5

14

4

9

I00

i00
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TECHNICAL NOTE
On all tables, the term "loans outstanding" unless otherwise indicated, refers
to dollar amounts. All tables show universe estimates
based on a weighted
blowup of sampled loans and hence are subject to sampling variance.
Tables I, II, VIII, and IX.--Loans principally
secured by collateral
other
than securities
but which have securities
of any type as secondary collateral
are included with "Other bonds."
Tables III, IV, V, VI, XII, anc~ XIV.--Large metropolitan areas are defined
as those with more than 500,000 (as of the 1960 census) inhabitants;
small
metropolitan areas are those with population from 50,000 to 500,000. Technical
definition
of "money market banks" is given as footnote 2, page 45.
Table XIV.--Totals
include a small amount for loans past due on survey date
and not shown separately.
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IVIARKETS

BETWEEN ISSUERS (CLASSIFIED
BY ASSETS AND NUMBER OF
~SHAREHOLDERS)
AND AMOUNT OF LOANS

APPENDIX X-C: TABLE I.--Loans
collateralized
classified
according
to number ol shareholders
whose stock constitutes
principal
collateral

principally
by unlisted
and industry
type ol

Loans

Company characteristics
Number of shareholders
Under 200 ...................................

Industry

group

4, 904

142,450, 616

Banks ...........................
70
655, 826
Insurance .................................................
Industrial and miscellaneous ....
69
7, 680, 500

Banks ...........................
Insurance .......................
Industrial and miscellaneous ....

Subtotal .................................................................
500 to 749 ...................................

Banks ...........................
Insurance .......................
Industrial and miscellaneous ....

Subtotal .................................................................
750 to 999 ...................................

Banks ...........................
Insurance .......................
Industrial and miscellaneous ....

Subtotal .................................................................
1,000 to 1,999 ................................

Banks ...........................
Insur an ce .......................
Industrial and miscellaneous

Subtotal .................................................................
2,000 to 2,999 ................................

Banks ...........................
Insurance .......................
Industrial and miscellaneous ....

Subtotal .................................................................
3,000 to 4,999 ................................

Amount
$7,984, 385
46, 809, 527
87, 656, 704

Subtotal .................................................................
300 to 499 ...................................

Number

Banks ...........................
1,090
Insurance
.......................932
Industrial
and miscellaneous
....
2, 882

Subtotal ................................................................
200 to 299 ...................................

stock
company

139

8. 336, 326

1,454
266
2, 111

35, 977,564
12, 607,254
24, 464, 090

3,831

73, 048, 908

3,177
264
2,640

24, 781,121
21,760, 550
26, 976, 495

5,481

73, 518, 166

692
90
2, 585

9, 722, 957
943,000
53, 921, 773

3, 367

64, 587, 735

i, 719
I, 248
8, 400

26,311,780
36,584, 020
173,911,
477

11,367

236, 807, 277

2, 129
1,269
5,514

57,168,428
53,947,207
65, 341,759

8, 912

176, 457,394

Banks ...........................
2,027
Insurance
.......................
2,968
Industrial
and miscellaneous
....
6, 395

17, 277,671
84, 159, 548
143,311,018

11,390
Subtotal .................................................................
244, 748,237
5,000or more................................
Banks...........................
8, 252
Insurance
.......................
7, 906
Industrial
andmiscellaneous
....
9, 781

96, 064, 723
146, 731,714
161,843,082

Subtotal .................................................................
25, 939
404, 639, 519
Total classified .................................................................
Not classifiable ................................................................
Total collateralized principally by un- _ .................................
listed stocks.
Grand total collateralized
by stocks ..................................
and bonds.

75, 330
87,281

1, 424, 594, 178
1, 695,374,787

162,611

3,119, 968,965

753,833 10, 936,125, 441
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collateralized
principally
by unlisted
size
and industry
type o~ company whose

Companycharacteristics

Loans

I
Industry group

Asset size
Under $500,000 ..............................

Number

Banks ..........................
Insurance ................................................
Industrial a~d miscellaneous ....

Subtotal .................................................................
~500.000to $999,999 ..........................

Banks ......................................................
Insurance .......................
Industrial and miscellaneous ....

Subtotal ................................................................
$1,000,000 to $2,999,999 .......................

Banks .....................................................
Insurance .......................
Industrial and miscellaneous ....

Subtotal .................................................................
$3,000,000 to $4,990,999 .......................

Banks ..........................
Insurance .......................
Industrial and miscellaneous ....

Subtotal .................................................................
$5,000,000to $9,999,999.......................

Banks ...........................
Insurance .......................
Industrial and miscellaneous ....

Subtotal .................................................................
$10,000,000to $19,999,999.....................

Banks ...........................
Insurance .......................
Industrial and miscellaneous ....

564

10, 690,71

639

11,717, 21

51
362

38, 70
6, 325, 83

’ "413

6, 364, 53

524
2, 792

26, 827, 05
34, 722,51

3, 316

6i, 540, 57

80
584
2,659

1,919,36
12,214,11
33,881,26

3,323

48,014,73

185
472
5, 752

1,542,15
14, 832, 39
108, 497, 08

6, 409

124, 871, 63

11, 216

129, 805, 03
24, 611,57
45,101, 39
204, 244, 28

Banks ...........................
Insurance .......................
Industrial and miscellaneous ....

Banks ...........................
Insurance .......................
Industrial and miscellaneous ....

Subtotal .................................................................
Total classified
Not classifiable

$1, 017, 50

Banks ...........................
2,107
Insurance
.......................
2, 082
Industrial and miscellaneous ....
8, 937

Subtotal .................................................................
$I00,000,000 and over ........................

75

10, 540, 6O
26, 763, 46
92, 494, 96

Subtotal ................................................................
$50,000,000to $99,999,999.....................

Amount

2, 472
728
8, 016

Subtotal .................................................................
$20,000,000to $49,999,999.....................

stack
stock

................................................................
................................................................

Total collateralized principally by tin- _ .................................
listed stocks.
Grand total coliateralized
by stocks ..................................
and bonds.

13, 126

273,957, 25

2, 470
1, 645
4, 405

32, 464,51
54, 665, 05
130, 783, 49

8, 520

217, 913, 05

13, 221
8, 857
6, 290

203, 842, 75
223,100, 6~
123, 457, 75

28, 368

550, 40i, 13

75, 330
87, 281

I, 424, 594,17
1,695,374, 78

162, 611

3, 119, 968, 96

753,833

10, 936, 125, 44
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X-D

SEOIYRITY LOANS : INTERVIEW
ANSWERS

QUES~IONS

AND

]~ETHODSANDSTANDARDS
IIN" ]~AKII~IG SECI]-RITY LOAI~IS : DECE]~YBER
196 2
INTERVIEWS
Interviews concerning banks’ methods and standards in making security loans
were held with a group of banks in December 1962 by the Federal Reserve Banks.
The group consisted of 31 member banks, which included banks of various sizes
and located in various parts of the United States. The questions for these interviews were drawn up by the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System.
There are reproduced below the replies of these banks as received from the
Federal Reserve Banks. These have been arranged so as to group together for
convenient reference the replies coming from banks of a given size group and
dealing with a given subj’ect. At the beginning of each group of replies there is
reproduced the question or questions to which they relate.
To identify
all the answers from any one bank, each answer is preceded by
the code number of the respondent
bank. The group includes 12 banks with
deposits of $15-30 million, identified
by code numbers 21-32; 12 b.anks with
deposits of $100-250 million, identified by code numbers 51-62 ; and 7 banks with
deposits of over $50(} million, identified by code numbers 81-87.

A. LOAN

RATIOS

Questions
1. What percentage of current market value are you generally willing to lend
on listed stocks when the purpose of the loan is other than to purchase or carry
listed
stocks (a loan not regulated by Regulation U)? If the amount varies,
please indicate what factors are important.
2. What percentage of current market value are you generally willing to lend
on unlisted stocks when the purpose is other than to buy or carry listed stocks (a
loan not regulated by Regulation U) ? If the amount varies, please indicate what
factors are important.
3. What percentage of current market value are you generally willing to lend
on convertible
bonds? If the amount varies, please indicate what factors are
important.
Bank
Answers
Code No.
21
1. Usual percentage is 60. Willing to go to 70 percent for best customers
only.
2. Accepted only from very good customers and the percentage here is
only 50.
3. Same standards as for listed stocks.
22
1. Not to exceed 70 percent of market value. If customer files an appropriate financial statement, the loan could exceed 70 percent, and all of the
securities offered would be handled as "side collateral."
2. The officials endeavor .to main,tain 50 percent margin unless financial
statement warrants a higher loan.
3. Not to exceed 70 percent of market value with conditions regarding
financial statement outlined in 1 also applying.
23
~. 60 ,percent.
2. 50 percent on most unlisted stock. Exceptions are well-known companies such as banks and insurance companies no,t listed but reported i~
newspapers.
3. Have no such requests, but would go to 80 percent if they had.
24
1. When a nonpu~pose loan is considered, [he bank is generally willing
to lend up to 50 percent of the market value of listed ’stoclcs.
The only
exceptions to this rule depend upon the particular ind.ividual who is doing
the borr~ci~g.
2. The 50-percent rule stated in answer to question 1 also applies .to nonpurpose loans with unlisted securities
pledged as collateral.
The bank
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may try to keep the amount below 50 percent of market value in certain
instances, again depending upon the individual requesting the loan.
3. "Darn little
of this type of lending." The bank usually will not consider a loan in excess of the par value o.f the securities offered as collateral.
The percentage of par that the bank would lend depends upon the issuing
company.
25
1. 75 percent. (No significant variation in percentage.)
2. 66 percent. (No significant variation.)
3. No definite policy since bank is inactive in making l~ans on bonds of
any type.
26
1. Not willing to lend over 75 percent of curren’t market v.alue, a percentage that has been used as a guideline for several years. There are exceptions-the
bank will lend more to customers whose financial
standing
and character are good. In fact, some customers to whom the bank would
be willing to make an unsecured loan insist on pledging stock to get a
better rate. In such cases, of course, .the bank would be willing to tend
100 percent of value. The key factors are financial strength and character
of borrower.
2. The bank stated that its policy was the same as for listed stocks (1
above). Factors determining the unmargined amount are degree of marketability,
trends in stock prices, and financial strength and character of
the borrower.
3. The bank has no loans secured by convertible
bon’ds at present.
Would consider the 75-percent ratio relevant here ~tlso for good strong
bonds. The particulars
of the convertibility
features would be examined
closely. Some indication
was given that convertible
bonds would be considered with more caution than either ~ype of stock mentioned above.
27
1. Normally 75 percent. The percentage varies only in exceptional cases
and then generally in the direction
of a smaller percentage of current
market value. Borrower characteristics
generally determine variation.
2. Normally 50 percent. 0nly rarely accept other than local issues.
3. No loans have been made on convertible bonds. If the occasion should
arise, they would probably consider loaning up to 75 percent of current
~narket value on convertible bonds of listed, well-known firms. Again it
would depend upon borrower--his
occupation,
income, credit standing,
reason for borrowing, etc.
28
1. This bank’s general policy relative to loans on listed stocks is to lend
60 to 70 percent of the value of such securities
in the case of nonpurpose
loans. The amount depends on the characteristics
of the borrower and
the repayment program.
2. The bank is generally willing to lend 50 ’to 60 percent on the value of
unlisted stocks depending on the borrower, the market for the securities,
and the type of stock. The bank is willing to lend more on bank stock than
on most other unlisted securities.
3. The officer interviewed does not recall having made a loan on convertible bonds and the bank has no set policy for extending such credit.
29
1. The policy is to make nonpurpose loans on listed stocks for not more
than 75 percent of current market value of such stocks, and this maximum
limitatio~ is adhered to. With respect to larger loans of $20,000 or more,
.the bank may require a higher margin of collateral
and would confine
such loans to between 50 and 60 percent of collateral
value. Many loans
fall in the 50-percent-of-value
category because of the lo~ver amounts
requested by borrowers. Except with respect to the larger loans, there are
no material deviations from the percentages stated.
2. With respect to nonpurpose loans on unlisted stock, the policy is to
have such loans not exceed 50 percent of collateral
value. However, with
respect to a borrower of substantial
financial
means depositing
mixed
listed and unlisted collateral,
a loan would be made for not more than 60
percent of value of all collateral.
Generally the bank does not lend on
unlisted stock. Exceptions are loans to prime borrowers and then on national over-the-counter stocks.
3. The bank has very few loans on convertible bonds, and such loans as
are made on this kind of collateral are for not to exceed 75 percent of current market value. Any exceptions would consist of a lower percentage
of loan in relation to collateral value.
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1. 60 percent on listed securities.
2. 50 percent on unlisted.
3. Depending on valuation
of conversion
privilege,
usually 70-75
percent.
31
1. Willing to lend up to 70 percent of the current market value. The
maximum loan ratio in a particular
case may vary downward from 70 percent. The important factors are the rating of the security and the financial statement of the borrower.
2. Willing to lend up to 70 percent of the current market value. The
maximum loan ratio in a particular
case may vary downward from 70
percent. The important factors are the rating of the security or the company and the financial statement of the borrower.
3. This bank has not formulated a policy for lending on convertible
bonds. Over time fewer than 10 loans have been made on this type of
security.
The limits were around 60 to 70 percent and in the particular
cases the financial statement of the borrower was an important factor.
32
1. While this ban.k attempts to "get all the margin it can," it will lend
up to 70 percent of market on listed stocks when the purpose of the loan
is not to purchase or carry listed stocks. While the margin may vary, it
seems to be based to a large degree on the amount available;
loans of the
full 70 percent are rare.
2. Bank would not exceed 50 percent of the current market value in
establishing the collateral value for unlisted stocks to be pledged against a
nonregulated loan.
Here again, the bank attempts to obtain as much
margin as possible.
3. The bank expressed a reluctance to accept convertible bonds as collateral
for a loan, but indicated it would lend up to 75 percent of the
current market value on such collateral,
depending upon the quality of
the issue.
51
1-3. See schedule of margin requirements below. (In the case of volatile
issues, another 20 percent is required.)
Margin
(percent.)
Listed stocks selling over $10 .....................................
35
Unlisted stocks selling over $10 ...................................
50
(Exceptions : Bank, insurance stocks, and a few high type.)
No collateral value to stocks selling under $5.
Stocks selling $5 to $10 ...........................................
50
Corporate bonds .................................................
20
(Higher percentage if selling below 80.)
52
1. The practice at this bank is to lend two-thirds of current market
value. Generally, however, stocks having a value of less than $10 a share
are not acceptable.
If an exception must be made to that standard the
bank will only go to 50 percent of market value.
2. Generally 50 percent of market value, but this standard is subject
to exceptions. If the company issuing the stock offered as collateral
is
sound the bank might go above the 50 percent standard;
some insurance
companies might fall in this category. If the value of the stock offered
is less than $10 a share and/or considered a "wild cat" concern the bank
would not accept the collateral.
3. The convertible
bonds would be equated with relative
stock, and the
bank would ask for the same margin. However, if the bonds are selling
near par then the bank would consider coupon rather than convertibility.
1. 70 percent.
53
2. 40-70 percent. It depends on the borrower himself, rather than the
price of the unlisted securities.
3. Up to 80 percent. When bonds are converted to stock, the customary
rules for the type of stock obtained are then applied.
54
1. The amount that the bank would be willing to lend on listed stocks
(nonpurpose basis) would depend upon the moral and credit eligibility
of the borrower and the use of the funds. The use of the proceeds
of the loans was stressed as being most important. The officers
stated
that they would be willing to lend a greater percentage of value for certain
uses than for others.
An example given was that of a loan made for
100 percent of market value where the funds were used to pay substantial
medical expenses incurred
by a husband and wife. If the
30
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use of the funds had been less urgent in this case, the percentage loaned
Each case appears to be judged on its
would not have been as great.
merits.
2. Same answer as question 1.
3. The bank has no loans outstanding on convertible
bonds, but would
most likely treat the instrument as a debt obligation rather than equity
and handle any loan accordingly.
The credit standing of the issuing
corporation would be considered along with other factors.
1. 66u~ percent: Financial strength of borrower; purpose of loan; repayment plan.
2. 50-66% percent : Marketability of the stock in addition to those listed
above.
3. 50-66~/~ percent: Conversion features of bond and marketability
of
stock, in addition to th.ose listed in I above.
1. Will generally lend up to 70 percent on listed stocks when the purpose
of the loan is (~ther than to purchase or carry securities.
If the loan is
particularly
large one, and the stock-collateral
is concentrated in one
(or in a few types of stock), the bank may lend a smaller proportion
value, perhaps 50 percent.
2. The amount that will be lent on unlisted stocks varies.
The bank
maintains a list of about 200 stocks which it reviews and modifies at
intervals.
Each stock is assigned a rating accurately to such criteria
as
marketa’bility,
quality,
and quantity held by the bank. This procedure
enables the bank to make some judgment on the proportion
of current
market value that should be lent ~)n different stocks.
3. The proportion of current market value that a bank is willing to
lend on convertible bonds varies with the bond rating assigned by Standard
& Poor. On a AAAbond that is selling
at par, for example, the bank
may lend u~) to 90 percent of current value. Bonds rated below B are
not accepted as collateral.
1. Do not have a standard.
Depends on relationship
with customer,
length of .time, and kind of securities.
Will give their best rate at approximately 60 percent of current market value.
2. There must be a reasonably active m~rket for the unlisted stock.
Percent depends on borrower and degree of marketability.
3. Have very few of these loans. Demand f~r credit based on this collateral limited. Depends on relationship with borrower.
1. This bank is generally willing to len.d 70 to 80 percent on the value
of listed stock, in case of nonpurpose loans (loans not regulated by Regulation U). The amount varies ~vith the strength of the company, purpose of
the loan, and the repayment program. The higher percentage generally
applies to amortized loans having a fixed schedule of repayments.
2. The bank is willing to make nonpurpose loans of zero to 80 percent
on the current value of nonlisted stocks. The percentage again depends
on purpose of loan, the repayment program, and the strength
of the
company.
3. The bank is generally willing to lend 85 to 90 percent on the current
market value of convertible
bonds. The amount of the loan depends upon
the strength of the company, purpose of the loan, the repayment program,
and the convertible features of the bonds.
1. The bank has a general policy of confining nonpurpose loans on stocks
to not more than 60 percent of current market value of listed stocks.
Occasionally such loans are made f’or as much as 70 percent of current
market value for a privileged borrower of well-known financial strength.
The important factors when loans are made for ~nore than 60 percent of
value are the financial condition of the borrower and the quality of the
st,ocks pledged. Such higher percentage loans would generally be confined to s.o-called "blue chip" stocks and to a high-type borrower.
2. Nonpurpose loans on unlisted stock are generally not made for more
than 50 percent of current market value of such stocks. There are no
material deviations from this policy except in certain cases for bank
stocks.
3. The bank has made very few loans on convertible
bonds and no such
loans have been made for some time. There is no set policy at this time
with respect to such loans.
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1. 60 percent.
2. From zero to 50 percent, depending uImn the stock and the individual.
Some stocks are not regarded as satisfactory
collateral.
With respect to
this question and all others where the question of variation of practices
occurs, the financial status of the borrower is the predominant factor.
3. There is no standard in this case except the individual and the terms
and price of the security ; that is, the extent to which the conversion privilege is reflected in the price. Individual cases are judged by the discount
committee.
61
1. Willing to lend up to 75 percent of the current market value. The
maximum loan ratio in a particular
case may vary downward from 75
percent. The important factors are the rating of the security
and the
financial statement of the borrower.
2. Willing to lend up to 75 percent of the current market value. The
maximum loan ratio in a particular
case may vary downward from 75
percent. The important factors are the rating of the security or the company and the financial statement of the borrower.
3. This bank has no loans on convertible bonds. It does not contemplate
making such loans and for that reason has made no policy determination.
62
1. This bank is generally willing to lend 60 to 70 percent of the market
value on listed stocks when the purpose of the loan is other than to purchase or carry listed stocks. Within the range indicated,
the bank has
indicated that .the quality of the collateral and its general acceptability
in the market would be the principal factors which it would consider in
lending in the higher portion of the range.
2. The bank expressed a willingness to lend from 50 to 70 percent of the
current market value on unlisted stocks for a nonregulated purpose. The
quality of the collateral
offered, its marketability,
frequency of trading
were indicated to be the principal factors considered in establishing
the
margin required.
3. We were informed that the bank would lend up to 85 percent of the
current market value on convertible
bonds if the issuer were a company
acceptable to the bank. Here again, the marketability
of the securities
was an important consideration
to the bank.
1. 60-80 percent--The
amount may vary with the nature of the bor81
rower, the quality of the collateral, and the diversification of the collateral.
2. 50-60 percent--The amount may vary with the factors listed above.
3. 80-90 percent--The amount may vary with the factors listed above.
82
1. Ordinarily will go as far as 60 percent of market value. For some
issues, considered to be overpriced, the percent will be less.
2. Will ordinarily
go as high as 50 percent of market value. May well
be less. Might go as high as 60 percent on some insurance companies.
3. If selling above par will lend 60 to 70 percent of market value. If
below par, limited to 60 percent of market value. In rare cases might go
as high as 75 percent of market if it is an exceptionally good company and
the bond is above par.
83
1 and 2. This bank does not determine loan values on the basis of whether
stocks are listed or unlisted, but rather from an appraisal of the quality
of the issues under consideration.
The bank will lend 60 percent of the
market value against the security
of a high quality marketable issue,
whether listed or unlisted.
Something of lesser quality--those
issues
having a fluctuating
market record--will
be assigned a loan value equal
to 50 percent of current market value. This bank bases its judgment to a
large extent on the marketability of the issue ; that is, the volume of trades
in the issue, its general price record in the market, and how the issue has
been behaving immediately prior to the loan application.
3. This bank does not have a volume of loans secured by convertible
bonds and, ’because of the minimum number, has not set up specific criteria for establishing
loan values. Generally, however, convertible bonds
would be assigned .the same relative
loan value as the common .st.ock
of the company issuing the ,be~ds.
84
1. 70 percent.
2. 70 percent.
3. 80 percent.
85
1. Will lend 60 percent of market. Depends on quality of issue and
borrower.
60
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2. Will lend 40-50 percent of market value. Might go to 60 percent on
large, well-known firms.
3. Will not advance more than market price of the bond or the underlying stock price, whichever is larger. General policy to lend 80 percent
of bond’s market price if above par or 60 percent of underlying stock
value.
1 and 2. The maximum loan value expressed as a percentage of market
for each of the four classes of commonstocks follows: Class A, 75 percen.t; class B, 50 percent; class C, 25 percent; class D, zero. The factors
which are considered in each of the various classes of stocks are indicated below.
Class A. Seasoned issues of good investment quality,
listed and
actively traded on u national securities
exchange; also banks, insurance, public utility,
and investment company shares of good investment quality actively traded on the over-the-counter
market. Good
investment quality implies favorable earnings and dividend trend,
good financial condition, strong competitive position, and established
industry.
This classification
corresponds reasonably with Standard
& Poor’s stock rating A-b through
Class B. Issues that from a quality standpoint correspond to Standard & Poer’s stock rating B; also to Standard & Poor’s stock rating
A-l- through B-b that are unlisted or otherwise lack sufficient marketability to qualify for an A rating.
Class C. Issues, whether listed or unlisted,
of lesser investment
quality. They include issues that are cyclical Or experience sharp
fluctuations
and correspond reasonably to Standard & Poor’s stock
rating B--.
Class D. Issues not acceptable as collateral.
These include new
ventures or companies whose restricted
financial
condition and poor
outlook makes them highly speculative.
They correspond reasonably
.to Standard & Poor’s stock rating (3.
The bank indicated that some flexibility
was .authorized
in establishing
a moderately higher maximumloan value in those cases in which the financial statement of the borrower reflected ample responsibility
and an orderly repayment program or a short loan maturity.
3. Prime convertible
bonds bearing Moody’s AAAor A’Anu will be
signed a maximum l~an value equal ,to 85 percent of current market
price.
1. The bank’s policy is to limit the amount of the loan to 70 percent
of the value of the listed stock exchange collateral.
2. Policy is ¢o limit advances on unlisted securities
to 50 percent of
the current market value. Variations
occur but in those few instances
permitted the loan would be unsecured, predicated on the financial statement, and the pledged securities considered as side collateral.
3. The bank does not make loans secured by convertible bonds.
B. VALUATION OF SECURITIES

Questions
4. When making a loan on securities
that are not listed on an exchange but
are actively traded, how do you value the securities?
What sources of information do you use, and how current do you require these sources to be?
5. If the security ~sed as collateral
is not actively traded, what methods of
valuation do you use?
6. Is the collateral
revalued during the period of the loan? How often? What
determines the timing?
Answer8
]Bank
Code No.

21

4. Very few such loans. When m, ade, reliance is placed on quotations
from a local broker, as up to date as possible.
5. None made.
6. Most of these loans are for 90 days and are revalued when renewed,
if they are. Also, this banker sets a value on AT&Tstock as a point
if passed to automatically revalue all collateral.
At present, the value
is 100, with the stock currently selling around 115.
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4. On securities
issued by local companies, values are obtained from
newspaper which shows quotes daily.
On securities
issued by other companies, the bank’s officials
use the
"National Daily Quote Service" of the National Quotation Bureau.
Sources are required to be no more than 3 days old.
5. Same quote service as in 4 above. In the case of loans secured by
local bank’s stock, current quotes will be obtained from officer of bank
involved.
6. During a rising market securities
are revalued quarterly.
During a
falling market securities
are revalued monthly or more frequently;
depending on the rapidity of the decline in prices.
If a loan is increased, securities are automatically revalued.
4. Pick up latest sales figure reported in Wall Street ~lournal or local
newspaper, or any other source reporting figures within 24 hours.
5. If bid-asked prices can’t be found in newspapers, some brokers are
asked for bid price.
6. For all collateral
loans the following policy is carried out. In a
steady or rising market collateral
is reviewed every 3 months. When market is falling accounts are reviewed more frequently, daily if fall is steep.
When loan is made it may be tagged as something to watch regularly.
These accounts are given special
attention
in fast-dropping
market.
Values of collateral
are changed only when market goes down.
4. (a) The bank uses broker manuals and pamphlets to determine the
value of actively traded over-the-counter securities.
In certain instances,
the bank may also contact brokers to aid in establishing
the value of
securities.
(b) Broker’s manuals and pamphlets are maintained on the most up-todate basis possible. Most of the unlisted securities held, as collateral,
by
this bank are issues of local companies that are well known by the
officers.
5. Brokerage contacts
are about the only source of information
on
valuation of sedurities that are not actively traded.
6. The loan department watches collateralized
loans continuously.
There are at least two, and usually more, complete revaluations during the
year. Securities
are revalued whenever the external auditor conducts an
audit, during internal audits, and when the bank is examined.
4. Recent sales price.
5. Local newspapers; brokers’ quote sheets;
personal contact with
brokers.
Most
current
available
from
above
sources.
If none available,
bool¢ value is used.
6. Generally, loans of $5,000 and over are revalued every 4 months and
smaller loans, once a year. If there is a significant market break, all are
revalued at that time.
4. Relies strictly
on broker’s valuation.
Does not attempt to analyze
strength of company or evaluate value of security.
5. Would hesitate to make a loan secured by such securities,
unless the
principals
of company were well known. Marketability
is a very big
consideration
in willingness
to make security
loans. Have made loans
secured by stock of closed corporations,
however, but in all cases, the
financial
standing and character
of persons were well known and company’s general operations were known.
6. Each loan reviewed at least every 6 months, unless there is a change
(decline)
in stock prices. If market declines, it is reviewed quickly.
During spring break, loans were reviewed daily.
4. Valued at market with subjective
modification
where necessary.
Price at last trade serves as the basic value. The quantity traded and
broker assessment of market for the issue are considered
and value
marked down if necessary.
5. If issues are not actively traded they will only be accepted as collateral if there is a "takeout"--indication
that another firm or individual
is willing to take the stock at the valued price.
6. Collateral
revalued during period of the loan. Normally every 30
days but depend on market conditions.
Last spring every week.
4. The bank determines the value of securities
by checking quoted bid
prices in the newspaper or calling a broker. Such values are determined at the time the loan is made. An attempt is made to determine
the price of such securities at the time of the last trade.
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5. In the case of securities
not actively traded, the bank tries to determine at what price the securities
were last traded. Again the bank
goes to a broker to obtain this information.
6. The bank has no routine system for revaluing collateral.
It tries
to watch loans collateralized
by stocks as closely as possible. The method,
however, is casual rather than on a routine basis. The bank always revalues collateral
at the time the loan is renewed and most loans are renewed within 6 months from the time they were originally
made.
29
4. In making an appraisal of unlisted securities,
the loan officers check
a stock summary booklet showing Standard & Poor’s stock rating.
They
look at the company earnings, price range, the type of industry, and the
prices, high, low, and last quote, for the preceding month. The officers
also obtain as current a market price as they can from a broker and request the broker’s opinion of the stock. The bank has made a few loans
on unlisted bank stocks, the amounts approximating 50 to 60 percent of
stock book value. In exceptional cases they might go to 80 or 90 percent
of such book values.
5. Generally no loans are made on stocks not actively
traded. Such
stock might be taken as secondary collateral
to improve the collateral
position of a loan previously made. k few loans are made on bank stocks,
using as a value basis the book value as shown on the bank’s statement.
6. Listed stocks held as collateral
are revalued each month and unlisted stocks held as collateral
are revalued weekly or semAmonthly.
30
4. Current local or national lists of over-the-counter bids.
5. May use price at last sale, or book value, but the loan depends on the
financial status of the customer in these cases.
6. Loans are for 90 days and revaluation
is automatic at renewal. During a declining market, collateral is evaluated daily.
31
4. Obtain current prices from over-the-co~nter
dealers and the Wall
Street Journal. Cu.rrent bid and asked larices.are .required.
5. Call informed persons regarding the security and .the company. Ac.tual’ly, few loans are made on securities that are not actively traded.
6. Loans and maturity tables for each loan officer are listed and reviewed
weekly. Security prices are watched closely for significant changes and in
period stm’h as .during the stock market break last spring, colla..teral
values
may be checked daily.
32
4. This bank obtains current quotations from local brokers when making
a loan on securities not listed on an e~c~hange but ,actively traded.
5. If a security which is not ,actively traded is offere4 as collateral it
rarely will ~be accepted. It requires chat the stock be traded at least
daily .to be accel~table as collateral.
Usually, in such cases, the bank
relies on other collateral to support the loan if it is granted.
6. A revaluation of the colla.teral
may be made during the period of the
loan, depending upon the borrower’s financial
condition.
It is made at
least each 6 months, with most notes running for ~his period of time.
The bank has adopted a firm policy of requiring a repayment program after
one renewal on each stock-secured loan.
51
4. Uses a broker, obtaining as currently available information a.s possible.
5. The same source. Particular
care paid to large blocks of stock or
foreign ’bonds.
6. Most of ,these loans are for 3 months, with a few as long as 6 months.
Some groups of loan~ are revalued every week. Others are regularly
revalued at end of .term, before rene~val. All ’are revalued at time of a
sharp break in £he market.
52
4. For book values the loan officers use the Wall Street Journal, Moody’s
Investor Service, and information
gathered directly
from the company
issuing the stock.
For m,arket values ~he bank’s officers use the broker approach freely,
supplemented by the Wall Street Journal, National Daily Quote Service,
and local newspapers.
Information must not be older than I week.
5. Information from the company involved is sought, and figures supplied are reviewed.
In the case of bank stocks quotes are requested from officers of bank
involved.
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6. As a regular thing, collateral
is revalued once a month. In the case
of loans secured ,by volatile securities,
revaluation may be done as frequently as every day. I.f the market is falling securities may be revalued
daily.
4. Use either the last sale or the current quotation. The bank’s securities
department call local brokers if ,the information is not readily
available.
5. Book value from the company’s statemen,ts.
6. Some accounts are con.sidereal
"soft." These are constan, tly reviewed--usually
once every week or two. Timing is a matter of policy;
loans put in the so~ft category are decided by personal judgment of loan
officers.
Securities
from closely held corpora.tions
are reviewed each time the
bank receives a new statement; sometimes mor~thly, sometimes quarterly.
4. The va.ltm of actively traded over~the-counter securities is establis.hed
by (1) studying the market fluctuations,
and striking
,a mean between
highs and lows, and (2) studying c~mpany financial s,tatements to evaluate the company’s condition. The officers stated that they were conservative in valuing over-the-counter securities.
5. If information
cannot be obtained regarding a stock and/or the
stock is closely held so that only a narrow market is provided, and the loan
depends upon collateral,
the loan would not be made. The officer
or
officers involved must be satisfied
as to the credit status and earning
capacity of the company involved. (See ans~ver to. question 4.)
6. Collateral loans are reviewed regularly each quarter by the loan department. The sponsoring officer has the responsibility
of continuously
reviewing all of his collateral loans. Any dramatic change in security markets will prompt a review of collateral loans’.
4 and 5. Bank makes few loans on unlisted
stocks. When such loans
are made, however, valuation of stocks is obtained from correspondent
bank.
6. Bank makes no periodic revaluation.
If stock averages indicate
a
general market decline, all collateral is revalued.
4. The prices of unlisted securities
that are actively traded are frequently listed in the newspaper in the over-th~counter section. Any stock
whose price is not listed in such a source may be checked with the broker.
The marketability of the stock is also checked out.
5. If the stock is not actively traded, the bank checks with brokers
and/or other sources of information to determine whether it should be accepted as collateral.
6. Stocks used as collateral are revalued or priced at 6-month intervals,
without exception.
However, if at any time the Standard & Poor index
drops 10 percent since the last time the stock was revalued, there is an
automatic check. Moreover, most loans secured by stocks are on a demand
basis and are thus reviewed quarterly.
4. Valued at most recent market price. Use lower end o~ range for valuation. Brokers and dealers assessment considered.
5. Not accepted unless there is a market.
6. C~llateral is. revalued. Depends on market activity.
4. Whenmaking a loan on securities
not listed but actively traded, the
bank calls a reputable broker to. determine the bid side of the market. The
bank also generally gets a report on the company from Dun & Bradstreet.
Such repo.rts are required to be as current as possible.
5. In the case of lo.ans secured by stocks o~f closed corporations the
borrower must obtain a repurchase letter from another individual in which
the individual agrees to, purchase the stock at the face value of the debt.
Such individuals are requ,ired to have, a current and satisfactory financial
statement filed with the. bank.
6. After a loan is made, it is placed in a credit file where a spot check
is made at least ~veekly of the collateral
secu,rity.
Any time there is a
major stock market break, all accounts are analyzed. In cases where repurchase letters are required, the collateral is generally not revalued during
th~ p~riod of the loan. The notes, however, are made for 90 days and the
loan is revalued at the time the note becomes due.
4. In obtaining prices on securities
that are not listed on an exchange
but are actively traded, the loan officer requests a quotation from a broker
and also requests the broker’s opinion of the stock or stocks. In addition
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inquiry is made of an investment officer in the trust department of the bank
with respect to such stocks. The valuation is based on the last trade price
obtained and the information obtained on the company.
5. Loans on securities
not actively traded are made quite infrequently.
The same methods as stated at item 4 above are used to obtain information on the value of the stock and opinions of the company. When loans
on this type of collateral
are made, more than customary weight is given
to the borrower’s financial condition.
6. The bank is now in the process of setting up records so that all securities held as collateral will be revalued at least once a month. Previously
such revaluation
was one each 3 months except during periods of market
turndowns.
At such periods of market turndowns,
the bank officers
segregated what they considered certain crucial loans and revalued the
collateral
each week. As stated, it is planned that the securities
held
as collateral
will be valued once a month and oftener if required,
and
such more frequent valuations may be confined to particular crucial, large
loans somewhat dependent on market conditions.
60
4. A variety of sources are used in evaluating unlisted securities : dealer
quotations of bids, the type of security, the bank’s knowledge of the company, book value if company is a customer of the bank. Conversions that
would dilute earnings also are considered.
5. Preceding answer applies.
6. All security loans are made for 90 days and all securities are revalued
at the time the loan is reviewed for renewal. When the market is declining, securities are revalued daily.
61
4. Obtain current prices from over-the-counter
dealers and the Wall
Street Journal. Current bid and asked prices are required.
5. Use book value from financial statement or obtain opinion of responsible party.
6. Under ordinary circumstances
prices are checked monthly. Under
unusual circumstances, prices may be checked daily.
62
4. In connection with actively traded unlisted securities
offered as collateral,
the bank obtains quotations from local brokers to establish market
values. It determines the thinness of the market in the issue under consideration,
although it is assumed that to qualify as an "actively traded"
issue there would be daily transactions in these securities.
On the assumption that at least daily trades are effected, the bank accepts the current
quotations as representing
reasonable market values, unless there has
been some recent volatility in the stock.
5. In addition to the methods reported under 4 above the bank reviews
the data obtainable from a recognized securities
manual, such as Standard
& Poor’s, reviewing the company’s history, the book value of its stock,
its management, etc.. and endeavors to satisfy itself that sufficient market
activity exists to assure a sale in liquidation, if necessary, on reasonable
terms.
6. With but rare exceptions every note accepted by this bank in connection with stock secured loans matures 90 days from date. The bank does
not use demand notes. All stock secured loans are reviewed at maturity if
unpaid and the collateral
is revalued at that time. If the stock markets
drop substantially
prior to. maturity, all collateral is revalued promptly.
81
4. The sources are, first,
the daily newspaper and second, the so-called
"pink sheet" issued by the Natiorml Quotation Bureau.
5. Calls to brokers or as a last resort, calculations of book value based
on the last financial statement o.f coml~any whose stock is being offered as
collateral.
6. Yes. Once a month or more frequently
depending upo~n changes in
market prices.
82
4. Market but primarily experience.
5. Valued at less than at last sale. Experience basis for adjustment.
Will lend 70 percent of adjusted value.
6. At least once a week on listed stocks and at least once a month on unlisted. If market conditions warrant, revalued daily.
83
4. Unlisted securities
which are actively traded are valued through
reference to current editions o£ Standard & Poor’s Guide and the Wall
Street Journal. Occasionally a broker or securities
dealer is consulted
as a source of a quote.
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5. This bank rarely lends on inactively traded securities
and does not
look favorably upon establishing
a collateral
value for any secdrities
which do not seem to have a ready market.
6. The collateral
may or may not be revalued during the period of the
loan, depending upon the duration of the loan and market conditions.
Whenever general market condititons are deemed to require it, all stocksecured collateral
is revalued. In any event such loans are revalued at
least semiannually.
84
4. Uses the "pink sheet," National Quotation Bureau.
5. Calls to brokers.
6. Once every 2 months and more often when security
prices
are
declining.
8,5
4. Valued at market. High volatility
of issue necessitates
adjustments
of valuation.
5. Extremely cautious on securities
not actively traded. Checks with
brokers on possible market. Prefer to lend no more than 30 o.r 40 percent
of market value. Depends on borrower.
6. Collateral
revalued. Depends on market conditions.
At least once a
month.
86
4. Unlisted securities
which are actively traded are valued from market
prices appearing in current editions of Standard & Poor’s Guide or the
Wall Street Journal, or both, and are periodically
tested with brokers’
quotes.
5. This bank maintains an investmen~ department which conducts research into the background, management, marketability,
etc. of stocks
which are not actively traded, and assigns a rating to all such issues
offered as collateral.
The maximum lo~n values are the same for such
issues as indicated under 1 and 2 above.
6. All stocks underlying loans must be revalued once each mon~th and
more often on declining markets.
87
4. Valuation of securities
is accomplished through use of newspaper
listings
(national
and local),
the National Quotation Bureau and the
security dealers’ "pink sheet." Current is generally considered as "within
a week."
5. Methods of valuation
include those under 4 above. In addition,
the bank may accept a quote from a recognized broker.
6. All secured loans are made with a 90-day maturity at which time,
prior to renewal, the collateral is revalued. Collateral is revalued whenever there is a decline of 1 percent or more in the Dow Jones industrial
averages.
Questions
7. Do you require a minimum margin of coverage tha’~ must be maintained on
stock-secured
loans? (For example, under ruIes of the New York Stock Exchange, a member firm extending credit to a customer must require the maintenance of a margin of at least 25 percent of the value of the collateral;
does
your bank make a requirement of this kind,9) If so, wha.t is it (a) for listed
stocks, (b) for unlisted stocks? (No.re whether this is stated as a percentage
the outstanding loan or of the value of the collateral.)
If the percentages vary,
wha~t governs?
8. If a revaluation at any time indicates that the value of collateral
behind
a loan has fallen below your minimum requirements,
what is the procedure for
bringing this to the attention
of the borrower? How much time is permitted for
correction of the situation? If it varies, what factors govern?
9. Have you made any changes in your valuation and notification
procedures
since the stock market break of ~ast spring.9 If so, please specify.
Bank
Code
21

Answers
7. Minimums are indicated by answers to questions 1 and 2.
8. A letter
is sent to the customer asking additional
collateral
immediately. If no answer in 2 or 3 days, telephone request is made. If no
action within 2 or 3 more days, collateral
is sold. Some variance depending on quality of customer.
9. Only change was to reduce acceptance of unIisted stocks as collateral
to a minimum.
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7. No minimum margin of coverage required.
8. By use of telephone or letter.
Time for correction
varies and depends on borro~vers other relations
with the bank, i.e., balances, financial statement on file, and type of job or
position held.
9. No changes were made, and none are co.nt~mplate<h
23
7. N’o fixed minimum. Generally they wait until collateral
value falls
to a level where the loan-collateral
ra.tio becomes’ 70 percent--10 points
higher than the ratio at the time the loan was made.
8. When market drops quickly customers are called by phone. Everyone
with accounts in trouble are called. Letters follow up the ca~lls ’. What
happens then depends on individual .accounts---how far their stock dropped,
size of loan, importance of the customer.
9. No.
24
7. There is no hard and fast rule regarding maintenance of minimum
margin requirements
for nonpurpose loans; each case is judged on its
individual merits.
8. If the bank feels that the value of current collateral has depreciated
below a desirable level the individual is contacted and arrangementx are
made either to increase the amount of collateral
or to reduce the lo~n.
The time allowed to correct the situation depends upon the individual and
the circumstances involved, and may range from 24 hours to 2 or 3 days.
9. No changes have been made in revaluation and notification
procedures
since the stock market break of last spring.
25
7. No specified minimum required. Amount varies with individual bo.rrower.
8. Bank does not have a definite policy. If, when, and how the borrower
is contacted depends on the evaluation of the loan vfficer. Factors considered in his evaluation .are the same as listed in A.1, above.
9. None.
2(}
7. Twenty-five percent is general rule that has prevailed for several
years. It is the same for all types of securities.
The percentage is expressed in relation to value of collateral.
Factors governing variations
have been cited in previous questions.
8. Significant declines in collateral are brought to attention of the borrower by telephone or in person. Have written in s~me cases. Notice is
given as soon as person can be located. Only variations in this practice are
in connection with ,borrowers to whom the bank would loan on an 1insecured basis.
Small declines in collateral
value below 75 percent of loan amount are
not brought to immediate attention,
however. Such declines are noted at
the 6-month review.
9. None.
27
7. Depends entirely
on the borrower and the market situation.
If borrower is an extremely good risk may allow margin t~ drop to ze~.’o.
Tend .to be somewhat less lenient on unlisted.
8. Loan officer makes contact. Borrower is only asked to correct the
situation
as soon as practicable.
This may run from 2 days to 2 weeks
depending on the borrower and the circumstance~;
e.g., how rapidly the
market value is declining and the current position of the borrow~.*r.
9. No.
28
7. The bank has the right to call for additional collateral
on security
loans when the value of the security declines from its level at the time
the loan was made. This is true of both listed and ~mlisted stocks. The
bank, however, has no set minimum margin of coverage. Calls for additional collateral are made on the basis of the amount of decline in securities, and the net worth and reputation of the borrower.
8. When a revaluation
is indicated the bank generally makes personal
contact with the borrower (calls borrower into bank). In some instances,
however, this problem is handled by letter.
The additional
collateral
is
obtained as soon as possible after the need develops. The bank has no
set policy for varying the time in which such corrections
are made. All
borrowers are requested to make the necessary adjustments
as soon as
possible.
9. Since the stock market ,break last spring, this bank has been watching
security loans more closely.
As mentioned earlier,
however, no formal
program of revaluation has been instituted.
22
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7. The bank requires collateral
to the extent that the loan will not exceed 75 percent of the value of the collateral.
This policy applies to
loans on listed stocks. With respect to unlisted stocks, the policy is that
the loan shall not exceed 50 percent of collateral
value. If collateral
contains both listed and unlisted stocks, the loan is not to exceed 60 percent of collateral
value. In all cases the bank relates the amount of the
loan to the value of the collateral.
8. If a revaluation at any time indicates that the value of collateral has
fallen below minimumrequirements, the loan officer calls the borrower by
telel~hone. The loan officer asks for additional collateral
at that time or
a reduction
in the loan. He may permit the borrower up to a week
to accomplish the correction. The size of the loan, the financial strength
of the borrower, and the kind of collateral
pledged would have some
bearing as to efforts made to obtain additional collateral
or a reduction
in the loan.
9. No changes have been made in valuation and notification
procedures
since the stock market break of last spring.
7. Except for small deviations from original terms, customer is asked
to maintain the loan at 60 percent of collateral for listed securities
and
50 percent for unlisted.
8. Fifteen days before note is due, customer is notified of the requirements for renewal. If the loan is excessive in relation to collateral,
the
net worth of the customer will determine whether he will be called. When
decline is severe, he is asked to increase the collateral or reduce the loan
immediately.
9. No.
7. Yes. (a) For listed stocks, 75 percent; (b) for unlisted stocks,
percent, stated as a percentage of outstanding loan to the value of the collateral.
The percentages do not vary.
8. The borrower is notified
by telephone.
Depending on the quality
of the collateral,
the market situation,
and the financial statement of the
borrower, the borrower may be given time, as much as 30 days, or he
may be required to take .immediate action (that day) to furnish ,additional
collateral or reduce ~he loan.
9. No change has been made in procedures as a result of experiences in
the stock market break of last spring.
7. The minimum margin which must be maintained for listed
stocks
is 30 percent of the collateral value, and for unlisted stocks 50 percent of
the collateral value.
8. In the event that a revaluation indicates the value of the collateral
has fallen below the bank’s minimum, the customer is contacted by telephone if possible, and if not, by letter.
The customer is given 48 hours
as a maximum to correct
the situation.
If the customer’s
statement
reveals a minimum financial
responsibility
and ~he quality of the security is questionable, a shorter period of time may be given to correct the
situation.
9. No change.
7. Not allowed to fall 5 percent beyond the percentages listed on the
schedule attached. Percentage apply to value of collateral.
8. Telephone call day of revaluation.
If not corrected in 2 or 3 days,
then a registered letter. Letter says collateral will be sold in 2 or 3 days
if additiona.1 collateral
has not been deposited. Bank does sell collateral
if there is no response, without compunctio.n. Slightly more lenient treatment might be given an excellent customer.
9. No. changes.
7. In the case of listed stocks if a loan goes over 70 percent of market
value the loan immediately goes on a "watch" list.
At 75 percent an
adjustment in margin is requested, and at 80 percent the customer is told
to make an adjustment.
Above that point,
remedial action is taken
forthwith.
On unlisted securities
the same procedure is followed, but steps occur
at lower margin levels.
8. Letters to borrowers followed by telephone calls.
In extremity,
registered letters or telegrams are sent.
The ,time for correction varies, and depends on customer’s relationship
with bank as well as condition of the market.
9. No changes were made.
96-746--63--1)t. 4---=7
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7. When collateral
falls below amount needed to meet loan-collateral
ratio, the ,~ccount is revie~ved. If deficit is small, and lending officer thinks
the customer is sound, no action is taken. But the account is closely
watched.
8. Bank phones customer who is given 24 hours to provide additional collateral.
Circumstances sometimes dictate
a longer period for action.
Example: If customer cannot be located right away. Or if customer is
generally a good account, he will be given more time.
9. No.
7. A guideline of the minimum margin required for each particular
loan
is decided upon at the time the loan is granted, and every attempt is made
to see that the margin is maintained. The guideline established
varies
from loan to loan, and may be stated as a percentage of either the outstanding loan or the value of the collateral.
Variations of margin percentage are generally based on the borrower’s moral and credit standing.
8. The individual’s
character, moral standing, social status, as well as
credit factors, enter into any decision regarding a call. If a decision to
call is made, the individual is contacted promptly. The time permitted to
correct a collateral deficiency varies with the individual situation,
i.e.,
"many loans are good without collateral."
9. No changes have been made in the valuation and notification
procedures of this bank since the stock market break of last spring. Only
three people ~vere contacted at that time concerning the status of collateral.
7. No specific minimum is required; the amount varies with the individual borrower.
8. Formal call issued only if margin of coverage is virtually
nothing.
Whenthe margin declines to a "dangerously lo~v level," an informal telephone call is made to the borrower to warn him that a call might be necessary if the stock continues to decline in value. The Bank stated that, in
many instances,
the borrower voluntarily
increased collateral
after the
first telephone call.
9. No.
7. On listed stocks, a 30-percent margin is required. On unlisted stocks,
the margin varies depending upon the loan to collateral
ratio shown in the
stock list referred to in No. 2.
8. When the value of collateral
behind a loan has fallen below the
minimum requirements,
the bank’s procedures vary. In some cases, the
’borrower may be contacted im~nediately by phone or wire. In other instances, margin calls may not be issued promptly, particularly
if the customer has a "proven" financial standing.
9. No change has been made in valuation and notification
procedures
since last spring.
7. No. Loans are treated individually.
Borrower and market conditions considered.
8. Loans referred ~to lending officer. He decides the time that should be
permitted.
Again depends on borrower and market conditions.
9. No.
7. The minimum margin required for stocks is 20 percent.
For some
unlisted
stocks the minimum margin is higher. These are percentages
of the value of the collateralized
security. Variations in the percentages
are determined by the strength of the company, purpose of the loan, and
the repayment program.
8. When the value of collateral
falls below the minimum required, the
borrower is telephoned immediately. The bank explains to the borrower
that he is required to provide the necessary coverage at once. Correction of the situation is required in all cases.
9. No changes in the valuation and notification
procedures have been
made at this bank since the stock market break last spring. The officer
interviewed reported that procedures already in effect had proven entirely
satisfactory.
7. At a time when, because of decreases in collateral
values of listed
stocks, a loan is 70 percent or more than the collateral
value, a request
is made to the borrower for additional
collateral
or a reduction in the
loan. With respect to loans on unlisted
stock, the requirement is 60
percent of collateral
value because of reductions in the value of such
stock. In all cases the bank relates the amount of the loan to the value
of collateral.
There are generally no variations
in the above practices
except in very unusual cases.

~
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8. In cases where the collateral
value has fallen
below minimum
requirements, the loan officer telephones the borrower. In a few instances
where the officer is unable to reach the borrower by telephone, a letter is
written. Request is made for additional
collateral
or a reduction of the
loan. The borrower is requested to take such action as soon as he can by
reasonable
methods and may be given a week to 10 days to correct the
situation.
The period of time given is dependent somewhat on the size
of the loan, the financial condition of the borrower, and action required
to effect corrections.
9. The records to permit the monthly pricing of collateral
have been set
up since the market break of last spring. The bank now has a card system
for valuing collateral and has a larger staff to handle the work.
60
7. Loans are made at 60 percent of market value and calls for additional margin are made whenever loan is 70 percent of market value. A
somewhat more lenient
policy is sometimes allowed on AT&T stock.
The practice is the same for listed and unlisted stocks except in the case
of the latter an effort is made to hold the loans to 60 percent of the value
of the security. Some deviation may be allowed for the exceptionally
good
customer.
8. If the loan is close to maturity, the notification to the customer may
await request for renewal. If the decline in collateral value is more serious, no more than 24 hours is allowed.
9. No.
61
7. Yes. (a) For listed stocks, 75 percent: (b) for unlisted stocks,
percent, stated as a percentage of outstanding loan to the value of the
collateral.
The percentages do not vary.
8. The borrower is notified by telephone. Depending on the quality of
the collateral,
the market situation,
and the financial
statement of the
borrower, the borrower may be given time, as much as 30 days, or he may
be required to take immediate action (that day) to furnish additional
collateral or reduce the loan.
9. No change has been made in procedures as a result of experiences in
the stock market break of last spring.
62
7. This bank requires the maintenance o:f margin equal to 25 percent of
the value of the collateral for both listed and unlisted stocks.
8. If a revaluation indicates that the value of the collateral has dropped
’below the bank’s mini~num requirement, it calls the customer on the telephone when possible,
otherwise communicates by letter.
The amount of
time which is granted to a customer to correct the situation varies, and,
to a large extent, is governed by the borrower’s financial statement. The
’bank does not overlook the quality of the collateral
underlying the loan,
but believes its judgment is tied very largely to its estimate of the borrower’s ability to repay. The timing is a matter of judgment, with responsibility
resting very largely with the lending officer.
During the
market break last spring, all of the bank’s stock secured loans were divided alphabetically
among its credit officers,
who were made responsible
for reviewing the collateral
value and initiating
action to adequately protect the loans assigned. The officer with whom the current survey was
discussed indicated that the bank had sold out five or fewer customers at
that time.
9. This bank has made no change in its valuation .and notification
procedures since the stock market break of last spring.
81
7. No.
8. The loan officer is informed when the collateral for a loan falls below
the original requirements.
Each case is treated individually
on a customer by customer basis.
9. No.
7. Yes. If loan is 70 percent of market value, call will be made.
82
8. Telephone call, letters,
and wires used. Time allowed for correction depends on individual
circumstances--borrower’s
situation,
market
conditions, etc.
9. Early in ~Iune went through margin calls and put in the new market
price as the carrying price on all stocks. There have been no upward
revisions in the carrying prices since that time.
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7. This bank requires a minimum margin for both listed and unlisted
stocks of 25 percent of the market value. At such time as the collateral
margin drops below this point, the bank requests additional
collateral
or a reduction in the loan. If the margin drops to 15 percent of current
market value, the bank sells the collateral if there is no velT good reason
for continuing the loan. The lending officer is required to use judgment
in such cases and to give due regard to the financial
stability
of the
borrower so that, in actual practice, the number of cases in which stock
is sold to satisfy an outstanding loan is held to reasonable proportions.
8. This bank usually telephones its borrowers at such time as the collateral
has dropped below its minimum requirements.
The time permitted
for correcting
the situation
will vary, depending upon the customer’s
financial
statement, that is, his net worth and its liquidity.
The bank
reported that some of these situations
had been carried for as long as a
year. The length of time that this bank will carry an undermargined
stock-secured loan relates usually to the financial strength of the borrower.
9. This bank has made changes in its procedures since the stock market
break of last spring. Up to that time it had no formalized instructions
with respect to evaluations of stock collateral.
Since the market decline
of last spring, a formalized program has been initiated.
This includes
the development and use of forms designed specifically
for the purpose of
the maintenance of proper margin.
84
7. No.
8. The loan officer is informed when the collateral for a loan falls below
Each case is treated individually on a custothe original requirements.
mer by customer basis.
9. No.
85
7. Carry as long as loan is 70 to 75 percent market value of listed or 50
percent of value of unlisted.
Time permitted for correction
8. Lending officer makes the contact.
varies. Generally several days.
9. No.
86
7. This bank requires minimum margin of 25 percent of the value of
the collateral based on the quality of the issue, whether listed or unlisted
stocks are under consideration. (This 25 percent on best-rated stocks is
guideline rather than a rigid requirement.
If the margin should drop
to 24 or 23 percent, the bank probably would take no action at all. If,
however, the margin dropped to 20 percent, the bank likely would take
action if the borrower did not have on file a recent financial statement
reflecting
adequate net worth other than the stocks pledged. This means,
of course, that if the bank is relying only on the collateral
pledged to
secure the loan, action will be taken earlier than if outside net worth is
present. )
8. Individual treatment is accorded each loan in which the value of the
collateral
has fallen below the bank’s minimum requirements.
Usually
the telephone is used to contact the customer, but sometimes this is done
by letter,
to work out a repayment program as promptly as seems reasonable, but to refrain from exercising undue pressure. The bank feels a deep
sense of responsibility to its borrowers and is willing to go to great lengths
to avoid selling out stocks pledged to secure loans.
9. The bank has made no changes in its valuation and notification
procedures since the stock market break of last spring.
87
7. The minimum margins required are those listed under 1 and 2 above.
This is computed as a percentage of the value of the collateral.
8. Notification
of borrowers as to the decline in minimum requirements is accomplished by letter,
telephone calls, or telegram. There are
no hard and fast rules regarding time limitations.
Admittedly, a few borrowers remain in a short collateral
position from the market break of
spring 1962. However, these are few in number ~and small in dollar
volume. Correction in these will probably result from loan reductions
instead of the receipt of additional collateral.
9. There have been no changes in policy because of the stock market
break of last spring.
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Question
10. Except where arrangements have been made to permit active trading,
do
you ordinarily permit a borrower to arrange substitutions
of collateral by selling
existing collateral
and substituting
securities
that are purchased with proceeds
of this sale? When substitutions
are permitted how are the mechanics of delivery carried out? Does the borrower sign a new note?
Bank
Code
21
22
23

24

25
26

27
28

29

30
31

32
51
52
53

Answers

Substitutions are permitted only very rarely.
Yes. Bank delivers
securities
to broker with instructions
that the
securities be held as collateral,
and that bank looks to broker for delivery
of other securities of comparable value.
Occasional substituting
.allowed, but no trading accounts are permitted.
Customer makes request in writing if there is change in the securities.
WilI deal with broker directly
if he is member of New York Exchange.
Customer signs no new note. Notice of new collateral
posted on account
card.
This bank is ~nfrequently involved in trading transactions.
The officer
interviewed could see no reason why substitution
of collateral
would be
prohibited.
The procedure would require that the individual bring in the
new shares and give a stock power of attorney ; the old shares would then
be released. In most instances it would not be necessary to write a new
note, but this would depend entirely
upon the circumstances.
If it were
easier and more efficient
to write a new note in a given situation,
a new
note would be executed.
Yes ; if not excessive.
Normally, through the broker.
No.
Do not ordinarily permit this. In eases in which it is allowed, the character and reputation of borrower are decisive.
Borrower takes securities
under trust receipt.
He brings new issues
in and signs new stock power. Securities
added to old note; no new
note made.
The borrower may substitute
collateral.
Trust receipts are used. The
borrower does not sign a new note.
Borrowers are permitted to arrange collateral
substitutions
by selling
existing collateral and substituting
securities that are purchased with the
proceeds. These substitutions
are handled entirely
by the bank with the
customer’s written permission.
The bank calls a broker and arranges
the transaction.
Ordinarily the bank does not permit substitutions
of collateral.
When
made, ~vhich is only rarely, the customer will sell one issue from total
collateral
and replace such stock with stock previously owned of the same
or greater
value. The bank would not take a new note following such
collateral
changes. The general policy is that full proceeds of the sale
of any collateral
are to be applied to reduce the loan, and there is quite
strict adherence to this policy. A stock sold is delivered by the bank to
the broker, the bank then getting the check to apply on the loan.
Such cases are rare, but normally substitutions
are allowed. The stock
is delivered to broker by the bank and the new stock is delivered to the
bank by broker. A new note is not made until ~naturity.
Yes. This bank prefers and encourages borrowers to handle sales and
substitutions
of collateral
through brokers. The bank will release collateral on a trust receipt for an equal or greater amount of collateral.
The borrower does not sign a new note.
Substitutions
are rare but are permitted if the customer brings in a
broker’s due bill or the stock certificates.
A new note is not required by
reason of the substitution.
Substitutions
are rarely permitted.
When they are, exchange is made
directly with broker. No new note is signed, but a "change of collateral"
slip is made out.
Yes. Deliver securities
to broker against payment and/or substitution.
A new note is not required if a general collateral
agreement is available.
Bank will permit substitutes
once or twice. That ,is aIL They do not
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want trading accounts. When substitute is made no new note is signed. In.
stead, customer signs a pledge agreement where the new collateral
is
recited. The pledge is tied to the original note.
This bank does not want trading accounts. Substitutes
of collateral
are
permitted.
After a due bill is received from a reputable broker and the
borrower has executed a stock power, the old stocks are released to the
broker. Collateral
lists are changed, and a new note is not required.
Yes; but occurs rarely.
Normally carried out through broker. No new
note.
In some cases a borrower may substitute collateral,
but the bank tries to
discourage this practice. When substitutions
are permitted, the mechanics
vary. In some cases the broker picks up the stock and gives the bank a
trust receipt. In other cases the bank deals more or less directly with the
customer. The borrower does not sign a new note.
Yes. Trust receipts used. Borrower does not sign a new note.
Bank permits borrowers to arrange for substitution
of collateral.
In
some instances substitutions
are made by the customer by picking up the
stock certificates
and leaving a trust receipt in the hands of the bank until
the purchased securities can be delivered ; in other instances the customer
brings in other stock certificates
that are acceptable collateral;
and in
other cases the broker, with the customer’s consent, signs a trust receipt
for the stock agreeing to replace it with the purchased securities
as soon
as delivery
can be made. Exchanges are permitted with all acceptable
collateral.
The borrower making an exchange is not required to sign a new
note until the loan is due.
There are only a very few loans where the collateral
is actively traded.
The bank does permit substitutions,
but such substitutions
occur infrequently. When substitutions
are permited, the borrower places the sale
and purchase orders with the brokers with the bank’s consent. The customer arranges with the broker that new stock, when issued, will be sent
~lirect to the bank. The customer also signs a trust receipt stating the
transaction, and that receipt is placed in a pending file for foltowup. The
bank delivers the sold stock to the broker with a letter to the broker to
deliver the purchased stock to the bank. No new notes are taken because
of collateral substitutions.
There are few cases in which substitution
is requested. When it occurs
the customer gives the bank a sell order and delivers to the bank the
broker’s notification
of purchase. The borrower does not execute a new
note.
Yes; when specifically
requested and approved by the loan officer. The
borrower signs a trust receipt for an equal or greater amount of collateral.
The borrower does not sign a nexv note.
This bank will permit customers to arrange substitutions
of collateral
,by selling existing collateral
and substituting
securities
purchased with
the proceeds of this sale. Customarily, delivery is made to the borrower
on trust receipt or against the deposit of a broker’s due bill. Alternatively,
the bank will deliver to the broker against his receipt.
The bank does
not require a nexv note.
Yes. The substitutions
are permitted
within the framework of the
original loan agreement and a new note is not required unless there is
a change in the value of the collateral.
Yes. Trust receipts
are used. Either customer or broker may pick up
.and make delivery.
The bank will permit a borrower to arrange substitutions
of collateral
by selling existing collateral
and substituting
securities
purchased with
the proceeds of this sale. In such cases written instructions
are obtained
from the borrower; the securities
are released to the broker against his
delivery of the nexv certificates
or due bill, and if against a due bill the
bank, of course, follows up for delivery of the certificates.
It does not
require the borrower to sign a new note in such transactions.
Substitutions
are permitted within the framework of the original loan
agreement and a new note is not required unless there is a change in the
value of the collateral.
Borrower may substitute.
Securities
delivered to broker with instruc.tions to deliver new securities to bank.
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This bank does l~ermit customers to purchase securities
with the proceeds of the sale of pledged securities and substitute the purchased issues
.as collateral,
but such occasions are infrequent. Invariably the securities
held are delivered to the broker against receipt of the new securities
or
a due bill. Ordinarily the borrower does not sign a new note.
The selling of existing collateral
and substituting
securities
purchased
with the proceeds from the sale is not permitted.
Question

11. Whenborrowers offer stock as collateral
form do they supply the purpose information
they complete a standard form, please furnish

for "nonpurpose" loans, in what
specified
in Regulation U? If
a sample copy.

Answers
(Each bank furnished
these forms.)
A.

a copy of a standard

STATEMENT

WITI~

RESPECT

TO

form.
PURPOSE

Following
OF

are three

of

LOAN

Date
Name of borrower: ........................................................
Amount of loan"
Purpose of loan :
(a) For purpose of purchasing or carrying securities
or for purpose
of reducing or retiring
indebtedness incurred to purchase securities registered on a national securities exchange.
(b) For other purposes. (Please describe.)

(Borrower’s

signature)

This loan is not subject to Regulation U and the undersigned officer
is
informed and in good faith believes that the purpose of the loan is as stated
above, or if not so stated above, is
(Signature of officer)
B.
To: (name of bank).
In compliance with Regulation
U issued by the Board of Governors of
the Federal Reserve System, I hereby certify
that the purpose of a loan
evidenced by the undersigned’s
note for $ ..........
dated
, is not to purchase stock registered on a national securities
exchange, or to reduce or retire indebtedness originally
incurred for such
a purpose.
Purpose of loan:
Approved :
(Officer)
C.

STATE]~IENT

(Signature of customer)
WITH

RESPECT

TO PURPOSE

OF

LOAN

Date .....
To: (name of bank).
This statement is made in reference to a loan in the amount of $ ..........
,
made by you on ....
,19 .... , to the undersigned and is for the
purpose of establishing
that said loan is not regulated under Regulation U
of the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System.
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SET
FORTH
BELOW,
WHICHEVER
CttECKI~D
(X)
AND COMPLETI~D

MARKETS

IS
APPLICABLE~
IN FULL

MUST

BE

[ ]
Statement I
Said loan is for the purpose of purchasing or carrying stock registered
on
a national securities
exchange ("listed stock") or shares issued by an open-end
investment
company whose assets customarily
include listed
stock ("openend shares"),
but is excepted under paragraph ......
of section ......
of
Regulation U shown on the reverse hereof.
[ ]

Statement

II

Said loan is not for the purpose of Purchasing,
or of enabling the undersigned to reduce or retire
indebtedness
which was originally
incurred to
purchase, listed stock or open-end shares, but is for the following purpose:
(Check (X) statement

which applies)

] Purchase or improvement of plant, machinery, or equipment.
] Purchase or carrying of unlisted stock (other than open-end shares).
] Purchase or carrying of bonds, debentures, or other debt securities.
] Purchase or carrying of inventory.
] Improvement or purchase of real estate.
] Taxes.
] Additional working capital.
] Household improvements.
] Other"
The undersigned is not a person engaged principally,
or as one of the undersigned’s important activities,
in the business of making loans for the purpose of
purchasing or carrying listed stock or open-end shares.
Accepted in good faith :
[
[
[
[
[
[
[
[
[

(Signature of borrower)
(Official signature)
12. To what extent do you
total amount of a specific
to insure that the amounts
bank’s ability to liquidate
may be omitted for banks of

Questi~
check your overall position in specific securities (the
security that is pledged with yo.u by all borrowers)
do not become so large as to raise question about the
the collateral
if necessary? (NOT~.--This question
less than $50 million deposit size.)
Answers

Bank

Cod~ No.
51
The officer interviewed checks loan collateral personally if a large block
of one stock or if foreign bonds are involved. No specific cross, check is
made to determine whether position in any one security
has become too
large to liquidate
easily. The feeling was that such a system would not
justify its cost.
52
Exposure in specific securities
is discussed at loan committee meetings
with loan officers noting positions known to be high. Eventually .the bank
will put its security loans on computer. Until then some danger exists.
53
Banks keep collateral
register with an index card for’ each stock. Each
time the stock is used as collateral
the loan is recorded on the card. This
way the bank can immediately check accounts when the stock market price
falls.
54
No specific checks of the posiVion in any one security are made; however, they do watch the amount of stock of any small company pledged
as collateral for specific loans. The bank does not have a long position in
any security issue.
55
None.
56
The bank maintains a stock record which enables it to ascertain
the
total amount of stock held by type of issue, as well as a record of the holdings of each individual borrower.
57
Have occasionally,
primarily in connection with holdings of stock of
leading local company. Do not check other types.

